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FOREWORD

Although I must assume responsibility for the writing of this

report, and the conclusions of the final chapter are largely mine, the

"we" used throughout the text is not merely editorial; it reflects the

major contributions of my three co-workers to the actual research which

I report. My colleague, Robert Williams, served as Research Associate

on this project, and participated in all phases of the study; Richard A.

Minisce, Research Assistant, interviewed, bore the brunt of interview

dictation for transcription, and helped in the design of the questionnaire;

and my wife conducted a number of-interviews, helped in their analysis,

and contributed more than she realized through her insight and support.

Joseph Szymanski and Daniel Linehan, undergraduate research

assistants, managed the tedious business of questionnaire coding and

tabulation with /alacrity and accuracy.; Mrs. Doris Gorman contributed

valuable information during the early stages of this project; Ws. Lorraine

Bone typed, coded, and proofread with her usual high competence; Mrs.

Robert Saunders and Mrs. Leo Ametti transcribed our interviews with sun.

prising fidelity; and Mrs. Pat DeBiasi did an errorless job typing the

final draft, though some errors of mine have doubtless crept in. Rev,

Charles F. Donovan, S.J.p is to be thanked for supplemental financial

assistance made available through the Boston College Faculty Research

Rind.

It is unfortunate that we cannot acknowledge by name our vari-

ous debts to members of the staffs of East, West, and Parochial High Schools

suffice it to say that their wholehearted cooperation was both indispensible

toy our work and symptomatic of the high professionalism of these schools.

Buford Rhea
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INTRODUCTION

This report describes a small study of a very large problem,

the problem of educating young people in a bureaucratic setting.

Bureaucratized education is problematic because modern theory suggests

it is inpossiole: On the one hanJ, pedagogical theory insists that

true education occurs only when students are involved in their curricu-

lar experiences, while organizational theory indicates that involvement

is unlikely in the bureaucratized school; alienation rather than in-.

volvement is the typical response of organizational subordinates to

the bureaucratic environment.

Given the obvious importance of this issue, surprisingly

little empirical research has been devoted to it. The bureaucracy..

education dilemma, though, will probably remain one of the central

educational problems of this century; it is too important to be left,

as it has been, to polemic and speculation. Much of the value of the

present report thus lies in whatever contribution it may make to the

meager stock of objective data that we now possess about the impact of

formal organization upon the school experience.

The study is not an elegant one, nor was it intended to be.

It is avowedly exploratory, which is to say that it is as little

structured as possible without bein, utterly unfocused and thereby

utterly inefacient. Our primary concern is with the clarification of

the term "alienation," for, in spite of its usefulness, it remains

one of the more ambiguous concepts of social science. A secondary con-.

cern is the testing of various hypotheses about alienation in the school.

We could not nar;:ow our conceptual focus by ex ante definitions for this

would defeat the main illirpose of the study; and we could not methodically

test a broad range of hypotheses, since this would require a massive
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program quite beyond our present ambitions. In neither of our under-

takings, then, have we been as scientific as might be wished; but in

both we feel we have made worthwhile contributions.

The report which follows Is divided into five chapters,

roughly reflecting the sequence in which the work was done. The first

chapter is a short discussion of the problem, elaborating the rather

cryptic remarks of the opening paragraph 4.bo7e. The second chapter

reviews the literature, while the third describes how our questions

were formulated and our sample obtained. The fourth caa;?ter is a

report of the data we have collected, plus some commentary about its

relevanc for existing literature. The final chapter attempts to

summarize the major lessons of our research and suggests question.i for

further study.



CHAPTER I

The Problem
MIR

American education is organized education, but formal organi-

zation leads to consequences which may well be educationally undesirable.

This, in the educational context, is the familiar "organization-versus-

individual" dilemma which has attracted a number of social scientists

in recent years, and it is also the "training-versus-education" dilemma

which has interested educators for centuries.

Formal organization--bureaucracy--is a technique for using

individuals to attain some collective purpose. The worth of the organi-

zation is measured by its efficiency in attaining an external purpose,

and, the "Human Relations" school of administration notwithstanding,

the consequences for the functionaries are of relatively little con-

cern. An army is successful, for example, if it wins wars, though the

consequences for its functionaries may be lethal, and much the same is

true of such other familiar bureaucracies as industrial organizations,

service firms, governmental offices, and the like.

An educational establishment, though, cannot take such a

cavalier attitude toward its members, for its purpose is precisely the

wellbeing of its functionaries.1 In a sense it does not even have a

"collective" purpose, merely a number of individual purposes that,

presumably, can best be served in a collective setting.

For various historical reasons which need not be dealt with

at this point, American schools have come to be organized along lines

suggested by th:ories generated in military, industrial, and govern-

mental settings, i.e., theories which do not give prominence to the

1Throughout this report we shall consider students to be members
of the school organization, though there might be some objection that
students are merely clients" or "wards."
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welfare of subordinate members.2 For Niarious theoretical reasons, some

of which will be discussed in a moment, this emulation of what may be

called product organizations seems to have been a serious mistake.

At the same time that American schools were being bureaucratized

along industrial lines, educational thinkers were generating a pedagogy

which emphasized the importance of dealing with the "whole child," an

approach which took into account personality variables as well as task

performances, the interdependence of all aspects of a child's life, and

the indirect conseiuences of instructional tactics. Dewey and his

followers also identified the social setting of education as crucially

important, but they never got around to constructing a theory of edu-

cational organizations to compete with the existing theory of product

organizations.

Had they done so, they would have.had to deal with a number

of problems confronting all organizations which attempt to change people

rather than to elicit performances from them. Changing or improving

people--"therapy" in its broader sense--is very different from commanding

or directing; them to accomplish external tasks; it is one thing to make

a person do something, it is 'quite another to make him be something.

Accordingly, one might suspect that therapeutic organizations would be

quite different from product organizations. A few examples of the con-

trast between organizational behavior and therapeutic behavior should

be sufficient to establish this point:

First, the behavior of bureaucrats is above all impersonal,

sine ira et studio, and, adds Weber, "hence without affection or

2Some of this history is recounted by Raymond E. Callahan, Education
and the Cult of Efficiency (Chica'6o: University of Chicago4ress, 1962).
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enthusiasm."3 But it is a virtual law of social science that personali-

ties are best shaped precisely through affective, enthusiastic, or

"primary" contacts; and so it would seem that the more efficient the

teacher or administrator in a formal bureaucratic sense, the less

efficient is he in a substantive educational one.

Second,'' nterpersonal relations in formal organizations tend

to be restricted to those matters deemed relevant to the organizationts

purpose. As March and Simon put it:

If we wished to sum up in a single quality the distinctive
characteristics of influence processes in organizations, as
contrasted with many other influence processes of our
society, we would point to the specificity of the farmer
as contrasted with the diffuseness of the latter."'

If the phrase "the whole child" has any meaning at all, it refers to a

diffuse mode of treatment, i.e., to a mode the opposite of the bureaucratic

one.

Third, the hierarchical structure of bureaucracies is a

structure of subordination and superordination, with obedience and

passivity characterizing the behavior of those toward the bottom of the

pyramid. If it is granted that behavior shapes persons, then obedient,

passive children are formed in this situation, an end-product quite

different from that generally stated as an aim of education,5

Fourth, bureaucratic efficiency rests ultimately upon the

3Max Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organization, edited
and translated by A. M. Henderson and Talcott Parsons (Glencoe, Ill.:
The Free Press, 1947), p. 340.

4James G. March and Herbert A. Simon, Organizations (N.
1958), pp, 2-3.

5The theme of the regressive influence of organizations is treated
at length by Chris Argyris, in, e.g., Personality and Organization
(N. Y.: Harper, 1957).

Y.: Wiley,
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benefits derived from the division of labor and specialization, which,

in turn, rests on the twin assumptions that repeated acts have eival

effects and that the material acted upon is homogeneous. Human bodies

may be grouped into categories identical on a few measures, but human

personalities, especially-through time, cannot be,6

Finally, and speaking of-time, bureaucracies are planned,

enacted, rationally constructed programs which.explicitly assume that

behaviors can be anticipated and which, through their authority and

norm structures, insure that behaviors will indeed conform to expecta-

tions. But none of the processes of socialization-- psychotherapy, edu.

cation, rehabilitation--can be accurately predicted, and attempts to

make these processes conform to any pre-specified course are likely

to do more harm than good.7

6
For a review of the literature of this topic in the school setting,

see: John I. Goodlad and Robert H. Anderson, The Nongraded Elementary
School (EL Y.: Harcourt, Brace and World, 195) See also Nelson B.
Henry Individualizing Instruction, The Sixty-first Yearbook of
the National Society for the Study of Education, Part I (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1962); and Nelson B. Henry (ed.), The
Integration of Educational Experiences, The Fifty-seventh Yearbook of
the National Society for the Study of Education, Part III (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1958).

7
The foregoing discussion of contrasts between the bureaucratic

and the thezapeutic is taken in part from my unpublished paper, "Organi-
zational Theory and Nursing Practice," presented at the Boston Work
Conference on The Role of Nursing Service Administration in Staff
Development at the Supervisory and Head Nurse Level, sponsored by the
New England Board of Higher Education and the New England Council on
Higher Education for Nursing, Fall, 1965. Other of Talcott Parsonsl
pattern variables could be mentioned (notably universalism-particularism),
and his influence should be obvious here, but of special interest is
his contention that task-performance and therapy differ through time:
Talcott Parsons and Robert F. Bales, Family, Socialization and Inter-
action Process (Glencoe, The Free Press, 1955), p. 38. A similar
argument could be made for necessary differences between task and
therapeutic settings.
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In sum, there is good reason to suspect that bureaucratic

organization and education are somewhat incompatible, and, to the extent

that schools engage in such "therapeutic" forms of education as value.

transmission, character training, and the like, to that extent are they

handicapped by their very form of organization. It would, in fact, be

possible to argue that the bureaucratic setting is not only inappropriate

for such kinds of education, it may be the worst possible.

Be that as it may, considerations such as these led us to raise

a number of questions about the relationship between formal organization

and education, and these questions in turn led us to a consideration of

the dimension which links the two processes, the alienation-involvement

dimension.

If, for example, students were as alienated as their industrial

counterparts are often presumed to be, then schools as currently organized

could not hope to shape personality, and discussions of educating the

whole child, citizenship training, character education, etc., would be

rather pointless. On the other hand, though, if students were indeed

involved in their curricular experiences, would such involvement be

desirable? That is, given the bureaucratization of the learning ex-

perience, might involvement in it merely produce "bureaucratic personali-

ties"?8

Issues such as these lie behind our present study. When we

turned to the library for some answers to what seemed to us to be some

rather fundamental questions, we were surprised to find virtually nothing

8Robert K. Merton, "Bureaucratic Structure and Personality,"
Social Theory and Social Structure, revised edition (N. Y.: The Free

Press, 1957), pp. 195-206.

47, ., <I! .s- fit,..erlirTe/megrx, .77.1"-,F,T,O,P.17, of, ;17 -- ,",-1 ,1-*" ,'''''.._1.,..trr:Zr/Prtrri7_'
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in the educational literature, or at least nothing explicit, and very

little in the social science literature.9 Consequently we have under.

taken the present research largely to generate data with which to help

brine, some conceptual clarity to a topic which badly needs it, and to

make a beginning at applying the hypotheses of organizational theory

and alienation to the school,

9The literature dealing implicitly with the subject is,.of course,
enormous, with the works of John Dewey figuring prominently.



CHAPTER II

Review of the Literature

9

"Alienation" is a term with a history, and consequently with

a number of accreted meanings. 1
It was originally used in a religious

context to signify mants separation from God, or perhaps from Man, and

it continues to be used in somewhat this sense today by various philoso-

phers and writers.2 This condition of separation from God or some

equivalent, though, is apparently seen as part of the basic human

condition; so, for present purposes, it can only be taken as an invari-

ant "given," not as a problematic event inviting sociological study.

Karl Marx first used the term in its modern social science

role of empirical parameter.3 By alienation Nhrx apparently meant a

condition of estrangement from valued aspects of self, an unhappy con-

dition resulting from, among other things, the capitalistic mode of

production and the cash nexus. Marxist social scientists have regularly

employed the term ever since, but only in the last decade or so has it

acquired respectability in orthodox American circles. Unfortunately

the concept is terribly difficult to define in anythint, like operational

1Lewis Feuer, "What Is Alienation? The Career of a Concept,"
New Politics I (Spring, 1962), 116-134, reprinted in Maurice Stein and

Arthur Vidich (eds.), Sociology on Trial (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:

Prentice-Hall, Spectrum Books, 1963), pp. 127-47,

2Feuer traces the term back to Calvin, but the most influential

statement was that of Ludwig Feuerbach, The Essence of Christianity

(N. Y.: Harper Torchbooks, 1957), originally published in 1841. For a

discussion of the relationship between Hegel, Feuerbach, and Marx, see

Neruert Marcuse, Reason and Revolution (Boston: Beacon Press, 1960.

Originally published in 1941).

3T. B. Bottomore and Maximilien Rubel, Karl Marx: Selected Writings

in Sociology and Social Philosophy (London: Watts, 1956); Erich Fromm,

Marx's Concept of Man (N. Y.: Frederick Ungar, 1961).
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terms, so it has appeared in perhaps no more than a few dozen research

I:orks, of varying quality, to date.

The DrPsent review will consider only selected publications-

from the educational and sociological literatur.: which attempt to measure

the term or to state it in quantifiable form. This means that most of

the more ii17.ressive ;thilosophical works will be ne6le,:ted for the time

being (some will be discussed in the Conclusion), and that the empiri-

cal literatures of psychology, institutional economics, and political

science will not receive the attention they deserve.4

The Sociological Literature

One of the most straightforward translations of Marx's term

is "estrangement" or "separation," and a commonsensical application of

the tern in empirical research would be to equate it with loneliness,

social isolation, and similar conditions fairly easy to measure. A few

wri'rs :lave treated alienation as estrangement from community, "community"

being used in its classic sense as that trough which the individual

is fulfilled by association with others.5 Most of the research works

employing this version of alienation, though, have badly trivialized

it, for that was originally a sort of spiritual attenuation becomes, in

various research instruments, merely a lack of friends (or sociometric

4A broad sampling of the literature is provided by Eric and Mary
Josephson (eds.), Man Alone: Alienation in Modern Society (N. Y.:
Dell Laurel Books, 1962).

5
Probably the best sociological treatise is: Robert A. Nisbet,

Community and Power (N. Y,: Oxford University Press Galaxy Looks,
1962), This was ori,inally published in 1953 as The Quest for. Community.
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choices), failure to vote, or even failure to receive mail.6

What seems to be the first publication of the current wave of

research interest in alienation employs the term in this.mode.7 Specifi-

Bally, Nettler defines

from, made unfriendly

From interviews with a

concludes that:

the alienated person as "one who has been estranged

tuwar,i, society and ti-e culture it carl-ies."3

number of persons identified as alienated,.he

The common ground beneath these estranged ones is a con-
sistent maintenance of unpopular and averse attitudes
toward familism, the mass media and mass taste, current
events, popular education, conventional religion and the
telic view of life, nationalism, and the voting process.9

Nettler then constructs a scale to measure these characteristics, but

unfortunately, because of an error in sampling technique, it is im-

possible to see how his empirical survey proves the scale to be valid.
10

Methodology aside, though, the most serious criticism that

6For the latter, see Charles R, and Drollene P. Tittle, "Social
Organization of Prisoners: An Empirical Test," Social Forces 43 (December,
1964), pp. 216-21.

7
Gwynn Nettler, "A Measure of Alienation," American Sociological--,-----

Review 22 (December, 1957), pp. 670-77.

8Ibid., p. 672.

9lbid., p. 674.

10
Nettler located his 37 alienated respondents by asking, his colleagues

and acquaintances for leads, so the respondents naturally reflect Nettler's
social circle: Ph.D's, M.D.'s, writers, and the like make up the majority
of the sample. The "unselected" sample with which these alienated persons
are compared seems largely drawn from the middle and working classes-.
armed forces personnel and their wives, labor union members, college
students, P. T. A. members, etc. It is therefore impossible to tell
if responses to such questions as, "Do you read Reader's Digest?" or
"Do you think religion is mostly myth or mostly truth?" iFTTFEE dif-
ferences in the populations sampled or differences associated with
alienation.
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might be made of this article is that alienation from the values an::

attitudes of mass society does not appear to be the same as failure to

bc 1,:art of a "corm =unit.- "; indeed, one of the definin, characte-istics

of mass society is precisely that no one is really involved in it,

i.e., there is no true comilunity in which to be involv;:d. Thus one

could just 'r well argue that acceptin,; the attitude :; and values of the

non-cou.tInity is a sort of alienation, and that those who reject these

values if not positively involved, at least unenthusialtic about

non-involve::ent.

Jan Hajda employs a definition similar to i:ettler's, though

his ;focus is more on subjective :states
:

Alienation is an individual's feeiim of uneasiness or
discomfort which reflects his exclusion or self-exclusion
from social and cultural participation.11

Unfortunately, about all that Hajda does is demonstrate that people feel

"uncomfortably different" in the presence of people who arc different

from themselves.

To say that people feel different in the presence of others

who are different is not to say ouch; and to say that they feel uncom-

fortable a:.out 5=: 51 to sn. little more. In sun, what .ajda is measur-

-.7c ,:or toe out-,youp. Strong negative apout

an out-zjrol!, am Y3u;li1: associated with strong positive ,7eQ1in,s about

an in-group, but ilajda does not ask about "com2ortably similar"

in the presence of similar people.

Thus both Hajda and Nettler necject the fact that rejection of

11Jan Hajda, "Alienation and Inte6ration of Student Intellectuals,"
American Sociological Review 26 (October, 1961), pp. 758-77. The cita-
tion is from p. 758.
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- i1 itu:1Liztn c`:; 's not necesx:rily rreclude involvei:ent n another

nd :1..s a li. Lt e- involveent in .;o:le 1:1::11 or

is tofte inv:Ave.ent in a:ciet: or in

nu:A:Y,r ro-J,s.

JP!:11.C111.-!: :!;1:(1:- ,oint .:hen he c

";:an Cdf;erentially involved in society and )eftici.latez; I1

o.: intes.. sf.LmtLiss."
12

-

then ;;oes on to a rathQr -eerswisive case ifor another interpretation

-)w treat-.ent, i.e., alienation is t result. not so much o: a

condition of isolation, or Whatever, but of the inability to do anything

:1i:ou1: it:

Of the nuu :rous definitions Given to Jliena,ion en
isolaJle feature in all o:f then is 1-ants teelinz; lac:
of means (power) to eliminate the discretanc: between his
definition of the role re is playinG an the one he Levis
Ile should be playin,_ in the situation. Alienation is the
deGree to which man feels powerless to achieve the role he
has determined to be rightfully his in specific situations.
Those who feel their actions meaniivjess Lake then
meaningful if they could, those -ho feel they do not
would cause themselves to belong ifi they could, those :ho are

wouH cease to be so, those socially or self-
isolated would not be so if they ere in position to chance
eircumstances--provided that t:_ey hove decided that t.:eir
roles riijitfully should be dif?erent.i''

,.erhaps ,Jecaus concentrates on no:erlessness, a curious error appe : :rs

in the crpirical ,ortion of his study: He ta:::os the colidition o1 a

oetween Lely to bc 11 :3 uc !. ;u e'-

of alienation rather than adherinl-, to As own deifinition of llenetion,

12
John P. Clark, "MeasurinG Alienation Within A Social System,"

American Sociologic a1 'Review 24 (Decemuer9 1.6.9), pi.. 849-52. The lupSed
passage is found on p. 849.

13
Loc. cit.
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i.e., the power to do something about such discrepancies. In con-

sequence, what initially promised to be an unusual study turns out to

be little more than one of several which take powerlessness to be

identical with alienation, Clark's article does have the virtue, though,

of stressing the fact that the individual must want powei before he

will feel bad about not having it.

The most influential sociological article on alienation is

Melvin Seeman's, which appeared in the same journal issue as Clark's

article and which, because of its popularity, has probaoly obscured

Clark's contribution.14 Seeman undertakes to summarize the literature

of alienation and to present, in a form suitable for empirical research,

definitions of several varieties of alienation. His definition of

alienation 122 powerlessness is:

. . the expectancy or probability held b.., the individual
that his own behavior cannot determine the occurrence of
the outcomes or reinforcements, he seeks 1

Seeking an outcome and seeking power are two different things, and so

Seeman neglects what Clark did not (at least in his non-empirical

discussion), i.e., the desire for power. That iss if the outcomes or

reinforcements one seeks are occurring, why should one seek power?

And especially, why should one seek power if he is not sure of his

ability to wield it? These are uestions that will appear later when

we consider the powerless (and unskilled) youth in the beneficent school

situation.

14Melvin Seeman, "On the Meaning of Alienation," American Sociolo0.-
cal Review 24 (December, 1959), pp. 783-91.

15Ibid., p. 784. Italics in the original.
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Seeman discusses four other ways in which alienation has been

treated in the literature, providing in each case his bwn definition

formulated in such a way an to lend itself to research:

Meaninglessness: One might operationalize this aspect of
alienation by focusin6 upon the fact that it is character-
ized by a low expectancy that satisfactory predictions about .

future outcomes of behavior canbe made.ro

Normlessness: . . the anomie situation,-from the individual
point of view, may be defined as one in which there is a
high expectancy that socially unapproved behaviors are re-
Tined to achieve 7Ven goals.I7

Isolation: The alienated in the isolation sense are those
who, like the intellectual, ass inn a low reward value to
goals or beliefs that are typically highly valued in the
given society. 8

Self-Estrangement: One way to state suer a meaning; is to see
alienation as the degree of dependence of the given behavior
upon anticipated future rewards.

citing these definitions does not do justice to the quality of

Seeman's review, but such citation does b,: in;; out the major defect of the

article: It attempts to conceptualize forms of alisnation within a

single theoretical framework, but the framework chosen is inadequate

for the task.

The inadequacy can perhaps best be indicated by a quotation

from the original source: "Social learning theory does not utilize a

16Ibid., p. 786. In this and the following three citations, I have
introduced each citation with the italicized term which the passage
defines; otherwise_the diction and punctuation are Seeman's.

17Ibid., p. 788.

18I bid., pp. 788-89.

19Ibid., p. 790.
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construct of the self or the self concept. ft20 We cannot undertake in

the space available here a detailed criticism of Rotter's social psychology,

but its reliance on "tough-minded" experimental learning theory in-

evitably emphasizes quantifiable aspects of human behavior at the ex-

llense of the qualitative. The experience of alienation, though, has

traditionally been presented ai a duality of man's relationship to his

environment, and so it would seer that Seeman ha3 chosen a particularly

uncon:;enial theory for hil specific.Ition of this; narticular concept.

The effect is noticea:de in wo.-ks uhich take Scenan's article

as their point of der)arture. Dwight Dean, for example, guided by Seeman,

measures alienation aua powerlessness by such questionnaire items as:

"There is little or nothing I can towards preventing a major or

'shooting' war. 1,21 Such questions elicit reports of pere'ptions of

the situation, not necessarily qualitative feelings or connative evalua-

tions.

Something of the same thing occurs when Russell Middleton

reports on his study of alienation among Florida Ne6roas comare- with

21orida whites.22 Powerlessness is mea:;urefl by resonse to the state-

ment, "There is not much that I can do about most of the important

problems that we face today," which iS of course a pretty accurate

factual statement of the Negro's position in Florida. And anyone

familiar with Southern channels oE mobility would be surprised if

20Ju1ian B. Ratter, Social Laming and Clinical Psychology (N. Y.:
Prentice-Hall, 1954), p. 239.

21Dwight G. Jean, "Alienation: Its Meaning and /vhasurement,"
American Sociological Review 26 (October, 1961), pp. 753-58.

22Russell Middleton, "Alienation, Race, and Education," American
Sociological Review 28 (December, 1963), pp. 973-77.

-,..,
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Negroes did not assent to the statement, "In order to get ahead in

the world today, you are almost forced to do some things which are

not right," which is Middleton's measure of Normlessness.

Our objection to this sort of thing is that such questions

confuse the independent and dependent variables; i.e., if the power

situation is-thought to influence alienation, and if alienation is

measured by ascertaining the respondent's perception of the power

situation, then about all that a high correlation would indicate would

be that the respondent accurately perceives the situation. In short,

such items as those cited may be merely measuring the same ning twice.23

More persuasive are such items as, "We are just so many cogs

in the machinery of life" (Dean), or "Things have become so complicated

in the world today that I really don't understand just what is going

on" ( Middleton). These questions qualify as projective test items and

apparently tap personality dimensions theoretically separable from per-

ceptions of the immediate situation.

One of the most determined efforts to avoid confusing dependent

and indDendent variables is that of Turner and Lawrence who developed

separate measures of the actual conditions of work and the perceptions

of workers about those conditions, as well as other responses.
24

Robert

Blauner similarly attempts to link the structural conditions of the

23Ftelings are often defined by reference to the situation eliciting
them, and to speak of feelings of powerlessness, etc., seems le<,itimate;
but cognitive perceptions of powerlessness need not be associated with
any particular subjective states-at all. Throughout this paper we will
assume that alienation refers to something ot'.cr than the objective situa-
tion, otherwise there would be no need for a separate concept.

24Art hur N. Turner and Paul R. Lawrence, Industrial Jobs and the
Worker (Boston: Division of Research, Harvard University Graduate School
of Business Administration, 1965).
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industrial setting to such :,eneralized rcactio. s as boredom with the

job.25 Unfortunately Turner and Lawrence discovered that sub-cultural

variations upset their organization-specific hypotheses, though in an

instructive way, i.e., they found that predispositions or orientations

toward work varied between city and small town, and that these varia-

tions greatly influenced how t:orkers responded to similar uork condi-

tions.26

Rose Coser deals with this problem of the fit between work

and .orker orient; tinn by aseribin, alienated responses among nurses

Lo a disconjunetion between professional goals which are rewarded

:healing) and nursing duties which do not lead to such goals (care of

chronic or terminal cases).27 Among the nurses of "Sunnydale" who care

for chronic patients, means-oriented behaviors are given prouinence since

valued ends are unattainable, and responses suggestin, a number of

kinds of alienation were evident:

Sunnydale nurses are alienated because they are .2owerless
to implement a significant goal. Unable to obtain gratify-
ing results from their work, they find it meaningless and
so cannot use it to fashion a meanin,ful self-ima,e. Not

able to express their social identity in their work,
they are self-estranged in the work situation. Consequently,
they become estranged from their social field and see them-
selves as isolated individuals. It will become clear in
what follows that Sunnydale nurses work under conditions
that also isolate then physically from other professional

25Robert Blauner, Alienation and Freedom (Chica,o; University of

Chicago Press, 1964).

26A similar findinl; is reported by Louis A. Zurcher, Jr., Arnold
Meadow, and Susan Lee Zurcher, "Value Orientation, Role Conflict, and
Alienation from Work," American Sociological Review 30 (August, 1965),
pp. 539-48.

27Rose Laui, Coser, "Alienation and the Social Structure," The Hospi-
tal in Modern Society, ed. Eliot 2reilson (N. Y.: The Free Press, 1963),
pp. 251767,
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groups--a condition which contributes to the normlessness
of behavior in the form of retreatism. Alienation, it seems,
is a syndrome composed of all the elements that Seeman has
carefully defined.28

Most of Coserts verification consists of an ingenious analysis of inter-

view and similar unstructured materials, and so her study does not suffer

from the restrictions implicit in Rotterts theoretical framework; far

from it, Coser gives heavy emphasis to such factors as value-orientations,

self-image, etc. Like most students of this topic, though, she assumes

that powerlessness to implement a goal means that the goal will not be

implemented--a legitimate assumption in the specific situation which

she investigated but which, as shall be developed later, must be questioned

in the school situation.

Leonard Pearlin, also studying nurses, makes much the same

identification of powerlessness and failure to implement values: "Xliena-

tion, a:; we define it, is a feeling of powerlessness over one's own

affairs--a sense that the things that importantly affect one's activities

and work are outside Hs control."29 But, and here Pearlin significantly

28Ibid., pp. 243-44. The question of whether or not alienation is

a "syndrome" will not be pursued with any particular energy in this re-

port, though it is dealt with in numerous articles including many discussed

above. See also Arthur G. Neal and Salomon Rettig, "Dimensions of Aliena-

tion Among Manual and Non-Manual Workers," American Sociological Review

28 (August, 1963), pp. 599-608; but see also Desmond S. Cartwright, "A

Misapplication of Factor Analysis," American Sociological Review 30 (April,

1965), pp. 249-51. It is our feeling that if alienation is a dimension,

then any discussion of the dimensions of this dimension must be no more

than a discussion of inadequate attempts to measure it. If it is not a

dimension, then there is no need for the concept; one should merely

substitute the dimensions which are at present subsumed under the term.

If it is a syndrome, presumably all the constituent conditions should

appear together, but there are a number of research reports indicating

that this does not happen.

29Leonard I. Pearlin, "Alienation from Work: A Study of Nursing

Personnel," American Sociological Review 27 (June, 1962), pp. 314-26.

The quotation is found on pi. 315-16.
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departs from most writers by reviving Clark's notion of "legitimate"

expectations, what if power is not sought?

Evidently those who regard authority with deference and
awe do not seek a voice in their own affairs; they are
willing to have their superordinates speak for them.

. Instead of being alienated from something they
want, such individuals are likely to experience pre-emptory
authority as part of a natural and just order.3°

Deference or awe is measured by an "obeisance" scale, while alienation

is assessed by four items which measure both feelings of powerlessness

and "an overtone of resentment at being deprived by outside forces of

greater control over one's own work."31

Alienation in the School

Of studies of alienation in the school, that conducted by

David Mallery for the Educational Records Bureau of the University of

the State of New York has proven most valuable.
32 The book consists

largely of a number of "fragments" from interviews conducted T:lith

students at eight high schools, and Malleryts summary is entirely

impressionistic. In spite of the fact that no quantitative data is

presented, the book provides a candiel survey of the range of student

opinions about the school experience and greatly supplements our own

interview material. Among numerous concerns voiced by students, Mal-

lery feels that meaninglessness and a ritualistic over-concern for

30Ibid p. 318.

31Ibid., p. 315. The theme of resentment, or, more specifically res-
sentiment, will be further explored below. For additional discussion of the

obeisance scale, see Leonard I. Pea;:lin and Norris Rosenberg, "Nurse-Patient

Social Distance and the Structural Context of a Mental Hospital," American

Sociological Review 27 (February, 1962), pp. 56-65.

32David Mallery, High School Students Speak Out (N. Y.: Harper, 1962).
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marks are among the most important--both possible varieties of aliena-

tion, though Mallery does not use the term itself.

Edgar Z. Friedenberg has concerned himself much more with the

specific topic of alienation, but unfortunately his publications can be

taken as empirical only in the loosest sense of the word, i.e., as

reflecting his own experiences; the objective portions of both of his

major works are vulnerable to such serious criticisms that they must be

rejected.33 Accordingly, although we acknowledge a debt to Friedenberg's

thinking, its work need not be discused in a review of this sort.

David C. Epperson has presented the most scrupulously objective

study of alienation that we have found in the specifically educational

literature. 34 Electing to study two forms of alienation -- feelings of

powrlessness and feelings of isolation--he attempts to link them with

conditions in the classroom environment, notably exclusion or rejection

by teacher and peers, and then measures academic performance as his ul-

timate dependent variable. As is so often the case, though, his results

may be criticized on methodological grounds. When, for example, he

measures "task powerlessness" by a question asking, "ComFared with others

in this class, how good are you at doing; the kinds of work this class

does?" and then relates this to academic performance, our familiar

criticism that he is merely measuring an accurate perception of the

33
Edgar Z. Friedenberg, The Vanishing Adolescent (N. Y.: Dell Laurel

Books, 1959); Coming of Age in America (N. Y.: Random House, 1965). In

the former work sentence-completion items are employed, but the criteria
by which they are interpreted are not made public; in the latter, similar
projective empirical materials are presented, but though some of the bases
for evaluation are discussed, the awlwers are quite susceptible of inter-
pretations quite the opposite of Friedenberg's.

34David C. Epperson, "Some Interpersonal and Performance Correlates
of Classroom Alienation 9" School Review 71 (Autumn, 1963), pp. 360-76.
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situation once again applies.

The fundamental defect in this article is Epperson's uncritical

acceptance of Seeman's definitions, stressing, as they do, the cognitive:

The two forms of alienation--isolation and powerlessness--
are proposed as characteristics of the pupil's cognitive
world that accompany exclusion from important sources of
classroom interpersonal supi-ort.35

Conseluently associations petween powerlessness and performance can

largely be explained as measurements of the same thing, and associa-

tions linking exclusion and isolation can be explained by the more

parsimonious hypothesis that those who disagree with group norms are

not likely to be chosen on sociometric surveys.

Two sociologists have done studies of the school which warrant

special consideration. First, Donald Ball has suggested that powerless-

ness may lead to ressentiment a syndrome which he describes as "an in-

version of particUlar values held by the object of hostitity, thus via

this inversion implying a degradation of the individual(s) holding them."36

Specifically, Ball found that political apathy among some students should

not be taken at face value, but could best be interpreted as a covert

rebellion a.ainst the father. Rebellion takes this covert form because

of the powerlessness of the students to express their hostitity directly.

The direct expression of hostility is the focus of a study by

Arthur Stinchcombe, the only major study dealing with alienation in the

high school whiciphas come to our notice.37 Stinchcombe sees much high

35Ibid., p. 362.

36Donald W; Ball, "Covert Political Rebellion as Ressentiment,"
Social Forces 43 (October, 1964), pp. 93-101. The definition is found

on p. 95.

37Arthur L. Stinchcombe, Rebellion in a High School (Chicago:
Quadrangle Books, 1964).
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school misbehavior as symptomatic of "expressive alienation," and the

alienation which is so expressed is seen as stemming from a lack of

articulation between the curriculum and the realistic occupational ex-

pectations of some students. The anomie induced by the structure of the

school denies certain students any realistic hope of achieving, status

through educational channels, and so they tend to make direct claims

for adult symbols of status, e.g., cars, smoking, etc. Such symbols

are denied them, though, by the school, and this denial leads to overt

expressions of discontent, i.e., rebellion.

Stincheathe does not attribute all rebellion to alienation, nor

does he discuss all types of alienation:

The contention here is that "rebellion" is a manifestation

of "expressive alienation," and that high school rebellion

has an emotional quality of hatred or sullenness. Other

deviant behaviors may have the emotional quality of cynicism,

or indifference to rules, or ignorance of correct behavior.

Cynicism, indifference, indignation, or ideological disagree-

ment with norms are other forms of alienation, different

in emotional tone. The adjective "expressive" should connote

some of the special quality of alienation from high school

authority, especially its responsivet non-ideological, un-

organized, and impulsive character.3B

The author then goes on to depict high school rebellion as "part of a

complex of attitudes toward psychologically present authority, character-

ized by non-utilitarianism, negativism, short-run hedonism, and emphasis

of group autonomy."39 The bulk of the book is devoted to a meticulous

and ingenious empirical analysis of the co-variants of rebellion, an

analysis which generally substantiates Stinchcombets original conten-

38.1.1214., P. 2.

39Ibid,, p. 4.
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tions. We have found this work, as Nallery's, especially useful for

.

iour own research, we have incorporated many of Stinchcompe's indicators,

and we shall have occasion to refer to this book in later parts of our

report.

There are other publications which migit be discussed here,

and there are doubtless some that have escaped our attention, but the

present survey should be sufficient to indicate the general shape of the

literature, some of its common themes, and some of its recurrent erroxs.40

These matters will now be considered.

Summary

Most of the shortcomings of the publications mentioned above

can be traced to the empirical nature of the studies, for, although the

conceptualizations of alienation are often quite sophisticated, the actual

mea3ures employed usually ex ,ibit some major defect. Particularly, at-

tempts to operationalize the concept of alienation often take the form

of casting it into purely cognitive terms.

One consequence of this is the ea;e with which so many authors

fall into the error of measuring the independent variable twice. Another

"Some other empirical reports are: J. L. Simmons, "Tolerance of Di-
vergent Attitudes," Social Forces 43 (March, 1965), pp. 347.52; Dwight G.
Dean, "Alienation and Political Apathy," Social Forces 38 (March 1960),
pp. 185.89; Wayne E. Thompson and John E. Horton, "Political Alienation
as a Force in Political Actio:!," Social Forces 38 (March, 1960), pp. 190-
95; Arnold M. Rose, "Alienation and Participation: A Comparison of Group
Leaders and the 'Mass'," American Sociological Review 27 (December, 1962),
pp. 834.38. For further information on industrial studies, see Robert
Blauner, "Work Satisfaction and Industrial Trends in Modern Society,"
Labor and Trade Unionism, ed. Walter Galenson and Seymour M. Lipset
(N. Y.: John Wiley, 1960), pp. 339.60. Two useful studies of political
behavior are: William Kornhauser, The Politics of Mass Society (Glencoe,
Ill.: Free Press, 1959), and Murray Levin, The Alienated Voter (N. Y.:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1960). Erich Fromm's works are the most
pertinent from psychology, but see also the Symposium on Alienation and
the Search for Identity, American Journal of Psychoanalysis 21 (1961).
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error is similar, via, measuring it only once. In the latter instance

alienation comes to be defined as synonymous with the situation in which

it is presumed to occur.

It is of course an acceptable practice to define an emotion

in terms of the social situation which evokes it,41 but to restrict one-

self to describing the situation overlooks the possibility that no emo-

tion at all may be evoked. And, even assuming that some feeling is in-

deed evoked, there can be no assurance that feelings are the same for all

persons exposed to the same situation: One man's meat is another's

poison.

Finally, even if one assumes that similar social settings evoke

similar feelings, this is not at all to say that the feelings are simi-

larly evaluated. An objective situation of powerlessness, for example,

may result in widespread feelings of powerlessness, but, as Pearlin im-

plies, these feelings may be thought of as luite normal and proper, i.e.,

they need not be evaluated as bad or even unpleasant.

In short, over-emphasis on the cognitive leads to a neglect of

the eathectic and evaluative modes.42

Five problems appear in the literature which may be posed at

this point, with comment reserved for our Conclusion:

41"As we have no immediate experience of what other men feel, we can
form no idea of the manner in which they arc affected, but by conceiving
what we ourselves should feel in the like situation. . . . Sympathy,
therefore, does not arise so much from the view of the passion as from
that of the situation which excites it." Adam Smith's Moral and Political
Philosophy, ed. Herbert W. Schneider (N. Y.: Hafner, 1948), pp. 73 and 76.

420n these three modes of orientation, see Talcott Parsons and Edward
A. Shils, Toward A General Theory of Action (Campridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1952), pp. 67-76.
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(1) Is alienation a syndrome? As already mentioned, there

is a good deal of debate about this point in the current literature,

but such debate generally appears when the debatable term has been

poorly defined. In the conclusion of thi; report we shall argue that

alienation is not a syndrome.

(2) Is alienation holistic? That is, is the alienated person

totally alienated from his total environment? It is a good rule of

thumb in exploratory research never to make assumptions which may in-

fluence one's findings so we will assume that individuals may experience

varying degrees of alienation from various aspects of their environment.

If alienation is a total orientation, it will appear as equal alienation

from all environmental events. In our conclusion we will argue both

sides of this issue.

(3) What are the behavioral indicators of alienation? We

shall have to rely on questionnaire and interview responses for our data,

but others have used absenteeism, disobedience, psychosomatic complaints,

and the like as indicators of alienation. In our conclusion we will

argue that there are no sure-fire symptoms of alienation, though some

are preferable to others.

(4) Can one be alienated without knowing it? This issue

apears only implicitly in the empirical literature, but it is clearly

central to any serious discussion of the term. We sriall argue that it

is possible to be alienated without knowing it, though not knowing it

has certain independent effects of its own.

(5) Is alienation bad? Certainly the general implication is

that it is, but we shall arue that under some conditions involvement is

worse.

Probabl7 the most important conclusion than can be drawn from
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our survey of the empirical literature is that there is simply not enough

of it. There are no really major studies of alienation in any settin3,

and, with the possible exception of Stinchcombets dissertation, the

few pieces about alienation in the school are quite minor. The present

study, then, can be justified on the basis of its contribution to our

meager fund of data about this theoretically crucial phenomenon. We

hope that it can also be justified on other grounds.



CHAPTER III

Method and Sample

Since our primary aim in this study was to clarify the concept

of alienation by bringing empirical material to bear upon it, we attempted

to include as large a variety of .topics in our study as was fea-Able.

We al ac wanted to include a variety of data-collecting techniques, but

practical consideratiOns.forced us to limit ourselves to interviews and

questionnaires. Finally we attempted to avoid some of the errors we had

detected in our review of the literature, though our desire for compar-1-

tive drtta sometimes made this imposi3ible We have cast a _,road nnt,

and, concidering the limited resourcda employed, :le feel t1;-:t .kavc

generally succeeded in our ,urDoses, thou,;h incvit( :bly there are other

sorts of data e would have liked to have obtained, and there ar-1 other

lines of Laquiry we 1:54;ht have pursued.

The present chapter is divided into four sections. The first

discusses the .nature of our questions, particdlarly the rationale behind

the form in which they were put. The second. section briefly describes

how we formulated our interview schedule, the third does the sane Zor

the lueJtionnaire, and the last section describes our sample.
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The nature of the Questions

At the outent we were faced with two conflicting requirements

met in most research of this sort: On the one hand we wanted to get as

great a variety of information as possible, but on the other hand we had

to do it within a limited budget and time. We concluded that a small

number of short interviews would allow us to explore major topics in

some depth, and, with Nallery's report as supplement, help us focus on

the most important aspects of alienation and involvement for high school

students) We also decided to limit our questionnaire to such a size

that it could be administered in a single classroom meetin

The phrasing of the interview schedule posed no particular

problems: We merely listed a series of questions to ask, and relied on

probes and the respondents' own interests to provide us with the materials

we sought. The questions and probes focused on natters which cre suspected

were of major relevance, bi beyond that we attemlyted to keep the inter-

views unstructured.

Questionnaire items were more difficult. First we discovered

that only a restricted number of types of questions could b^ employed,

:or when we experinenfe0 Tiith a variety of types in the same fuestionnaire

our respondent; s7.et too much of their time reading iultruetions and

-lore too likely to f"ictiuterpret the questions. 'in also found that 30Mfl

of the no-;t eleant devices'for.obtaining information were siirply too

coylicated in 1)racLice, and -;o we held ourselves to more faniliar iformats,2

'David Mallery, High '3chool Students Speak Out (N. Y.: Harper, 1962).
2
A preliminary version of our lue;tionnAn, Given to c.:7 under-

graduate students at 3oston College. The final version, with format some-
whet ritered to allow responses to be included, is reproduced as Appendix
II of this reporte,
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The resulting types of questions apparently presented no problem

for our respondents: Fill-in, multiple-choice, and forced-choice items

were known from prior test-taking, the assessment of ichool characteristics

by assigning then a letter grade was quite within the general framework

of students' experience, and only the scaled Agreement-Disagreement

questions may have led to some minor trouble because the sane pole did

not always indicate the same general orientation.

The Agreement-Disagreement questions are also somewhat ambiguous

in that it is not immediately_ clear ju.;t what is meant by marking a

particular number on the scale, i.e., the mark could indicate the accuracy

with which the statement reflects the student's own feeling, or it could

indicate the intensity with which the feeling is held. This defect is

not as serious as it might seen, though, for the content of the question

itself usually indicates the sort of orientation being tapped. In addi-

tion--and this is the main reason why we chose this particular form of

question--items of virtually any sort can be phrased as statements like

these, and cathectic and evaluative content can be included as easily as

cognitive content.

One of the more serious defects of questionnaire items in the

studies surveyed in Chapter II was the intrusion of cognitive elements

into domains of affect and values. One way to minimize this intrusion

is to select items from the objective environment which are ambiguous,

or to phrase the questions so as to make then ambiguous, and then treat

variations in response as subjective variations. Lost of our questions

may be considered "projective" in this sense, for, in addition to the

fact that the environment is roughly the same for all concerned, have

phrased most of our questions in relative terms (e.g., how "reasonable"

an event is, whether it is "too much" or "too little," etc.) or directed
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theu tolx.re. L:Itters which do not lend themselves to accurate cobnition

(e.g., "A per.:on crtn always Ziiv ifriends at this school he wants toe).

The Interview schedule

The :.articular luestions of our interview schedule ,:ere rormu-

- e -CO :11 rr.1 i"r:121 i0:t

C:isciv;sz!,1 5n t;:,1 litnr;:ture.5

yucstion 1: How do you like East High? What are the best
thin :,; about it? The worst? If you were in
charge, what would you chanz;e?

a tr-ttational oi)en-and ied Items 46401W.also

iwt to lie 1 1J,Int 0, t.

lossible 'ov way chanuin, situation, it served to id,mtiiy neir
.

general frame of reference as well as those matters which th::' were most

ready to discuss. We had originally intended it to be a "::arl'-u2"

que-;tion, but we discovered during the actual interviews that QUe;tion 2

served thzIt purpose best.

)uestion 2: What do you plan to do when you z;r:!duate?
(How sure are you? Is this what you would
like to do?)

Lecause of the emphasis put on the articulation between expectations and

school elcperience by, amont, others, Stinchcombe, this luestion wa3 in-

troduced to measure the major independent variable, personal goals.4 It

was also intended to give us tore insight into just what student3 meant

when they checked questionnaire items purporting to identify goal com-

mitments, for our reading Friedenberg and others raised serious ques-

11111111M

3
The interview schedule is reproduced below as Appendix I.

4Arthur L. Stinchcombe, Rebellion in a High School (Chicago:
Quadrangle Books, 1964).
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tions in our minds about the validity of such items.5

222stion 3: Are the courses you are taking here helpful,
do they advance you toward your goals? Are
there any additional courses you would like
to take? Any you would rather not?

With this luestion we attempted to link goals and curriculum by way of

exploring the "articulation hypothesis," or alienation q meaningless-

ness. A statement of desired courses also provided some insight into

students' needs which were not met by the school.

.9222112122: What is a good class fike? Describe an ideal
one. A poor one. that do you actually do when
you are involved in a course? (Outside reading,
etc.?)

This question combines two interests. First, a description of an actual

class can provide information about the student orientation to the

situation, and indeed the question is a paraphrase of one that Rose

Coser put to her nurses.6 Following Coser, we hypothesized that ali-

enated students would be means-oriented in their descriptions, while

involved students would describe their classes in terms of curricular

content, i.e., Eleir substantive purposes. The second part of this

question, "Wilat do you actually do . . ," is an unstructured stab at

the involvement pole of the alienation-involvement dimension, a pole

for which we have few indicators other than the simple negatives of

alienation items.

Question 5: What does it take to succeed here? How can a
student get in trouble? How do you go about
scheduling your time, balantinL; eottrse require-
ments, etc.? Do you work-for the grade or for
knowledge?

51n addition to Friedenberger's works, mention *fl iaalOr previous chap-
ter, Paul Goodman has discussed the issue of aimlessffess among adolescents
in Compulsory Nis-Education (N. Y.: Horizon Press, 1964) and aloHinl
Absurd (N. Y.: Random House Vintage Books, 1962).

6
Rose L. Coser, "Alienation and the Social Structure: Case Analysis

of a Hospital," in Eliot Freidson (ed.), The Hospital in Modern Society
(N. Y.: Free Press, 1963), pp. 231-65, esp. pp. 234-39.
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The several luestions combined here have in common the element of tech-

nique, and we were looking for three thins in the answers. First, we

assumed that students were not equally alienated or involved in all

aspects of the school, so we hoped that thi2 question would help us

identify the more important environmental factors. Second, we suspected

that students constructed subjective "budgets" of alienation and involve-

ment, i.e., that differential involvement was not a matter of accident

on the contrarT, reflected some underlying strategy. Finally. the

last question forced the issue on what Mallory an others had identified

as perhaps t:e most important mechanism of alienation, the conversion of

means into ends.

est ion 6: Do your courses bring out the belt in you? Are
they challen;,ing, boring, or interesting? Is
there enough variety? Are the courses suffici-
ently related to each other? When do you get
a feeling of accomplishment?

These questions, largely inspired by Blauner's industrial study, aim

primarily at the affective coml:onent of the curriculum-student encounter.?

The question on the relatedness of courses is derived from A. N. White-

head's famous remarks a-maut the structure of the modern curriculum.8

Question 7: how much freedom should a student have? How
does this school compare? (Be specific about
time schedules, homework, required readin6s9
discus ;ion in class, student government.)

7Robert Blauner, Alienation and Freedom (Chicago University of
Chicago Press, 1964).

8"There is only one subject-matter for education, and that is Life
in all its manifestations. Instead of this single unity, we offer children--
Algebra, from which nothing follows; Geometry, from which nothing follows;
Science, from which nothin, follows: History, from which nothing follows;
a Couple of Languages, never mastered; and lastly, most dreary of all,
Literature, represented by plays of Shakespeare, with philological notes
and short analyses of plot and character to be in substance committed to
memory. Can such a list be said to reprc.;ent Life, as it is known in
the midst of the living of It? The best that can be said of it is that
it Ls a rapid table of contents which deity might run over in hi.; mind
while he was thinking of creating a world, ail- had not yet determined how
to put it together." Alfred North. Whitehead, The Aims of Education (N. Y.
New American Library Mentor Books, 1949), pp, T8-7197--
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The matter of powerlessness is explored here, with an attempt to identify

specific environmental variabLas and to introduce the issue of legiti-

macy. In the actual interviews we also asked if the student wanted more

power, often combining the luestion with Question 1 above, and how he

felt about not having more, e.g., if he felt that he were bean,; treated

as a child.

Imstion 8: Is the school too big, too sm11, or about
right? Do you get enough personal attention?

Alienation lua isolation was the tar,et of this luestionanA-Its asso-
_

ciated probes. In practice we found that,thct'discussion usually led

into consideration of the guidanCe and counselling program.

Question 9: Do you feel that you know what is expected of
you at all times?

The discussion at this point was directed toward possible feelings of

anomie, a matter that will be explored at greater length in the Conclu-

sion of this report.

Question 1G: Would you like, to add anything about your feel-
ings toward scho.)1 and school work?

We included this rather feeble que.;tion at the end of our schedule because

we found that students frequently were not to discuss their feel-

ings until near the end of the interview. The lue:tion served primarily

a:: a reminder to the interviewer to go back to items about which the

student might have been evasive earlier in the me- Ling.

Ther are omissions here. For example, four of Seeman's five

versions of alienation are included, but perhaps the most important one

is not Alienation from Self.9 Similarly, rebellion, ressentiment,

indices of psychological strain, etc., arc not listed. In part this

4111111,11

9
Melvin Seeman, "On the Meaning of Alienation," American Sociological

Review 24 (DecemJer, 1959), pp. 733 91.
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was done for political reasons, i.e., we might not have obtained per-

mission to interview had we included anxiety-provoking questions, and

in part this reflected the fact that cur interviews lasted only forty

minutes and were held between total strangers, so candor about such

matters could not be expected. Nevertheless we obtained a ,00d deal of

information about self-feelings, and even a fair sampling of more sen-

sitive data, so it should not be assumed that we were not looking for

such information or that, within the limits of propriety, we did not

encourage its expression.

The Questionnaire

In our questionnaire, as in our interview schedule, we tried

to touch all, or most, bases. Particularly, we undertook to test for

several varieties of alienation and to assess the impact of several

aspects of the organizational environment.

Alienation, regardless of just how it is defined, is ordinarily

thought to produce some more-or-less visible symptoms, and so we began

by devising or borrowing items to assess degree of alienation in its

most general form. Alienation, at least of the "expressive" sort, was

said by Stinchcombe to lead to rebellion, so we asked our students

(MC 1) how often they violated regulations. Blauner suggested that

alienated work is boring, so we borrowed his measure of boredom (MC 2)

and added another of our own (MC 3) which was prompted by a passage

from Mallory. 10 Alienated work is also unimportant, so we asked students

to grade their school experiences for importance to them and to signifi-

cant others (A 2). More generally, alienated work is unsatisfactory

1013launer, op. cit., p. 210, Question 5. Mallery, 22, cit., p. 95.
Symbols and numbers refer to questionnaire items, e.g., "MC 3" refers to
Multiple-Choice question 3. "AD" is Agrec-Disagree, "FC" is Forced-Choice.
A is Assessments.
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(A 3), unchallenging (AD 23, AD 35), and monotonous (AD 29). As a

result, one does not take-pride in one's organization (AD 32) or one's

membership in it (AD 10).

Becoming more specific, we then introduced a number of items

reflecting "varieties" of alienation. Powerlessness, for example, is

measured by five questions: Ad 11, AD 18, AD 22, AD 24, and AD 34.

Similarly meaninglessness (AD 1, AD 5, AD 9, AD 12, AD 19, AD 28, AD 29),

isolation (AD 4, AD 14, AD 27), and anomie (AD 3, AD 8, AD 15, AD 20,

EC 1, MC 2) are included. We did not, unfortunately, include any questions

about self-alienation, an omission we plan to remedy in later work.

We then asked about reactions to a number of organizational

factors: Rules and regulations (AD 6), time pressures (AD 13), and

curriculum organization (AD 16, AD 17) received individual attention,

while reactions to the authorLty structure, of course, could be gleaned

from the items dealing witl: powerlessness. "Paperwork" was of special

interest to us as the functional equivalent of Marx's "cash nexus," so

we constructed two rather elaborate questions (A 1, A 2) to explore its

influence beyond that detected by various dual-purpose items (AD 3, AD 28,

FC 1, FC 2, FC 4).

Finally we asked about the usual background characteristics

of the respondents--age, sex, year in school, etc. We also had thed

sign their names to their questionnaires, perhaps at the expense of

complete candor, in order to allow us to consult their school records

for further information. One item of personal information that was

especially important was that of future plans, so three questions (PI 5,

PI 6, AD 33) about that were included.

Some special test variables were introduced since they played

an interesting role in the literature. First, Pearlin had suggested

that deference to authority reduced feelings of powerlessness, so we

IL....,,, ....., ,........,,,,r,r, ... -.....,,,,,,r-,., -,V^V,N^,-,..-",:,,' , v'"""', , .", ,?"..r." 0.%`-
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Incorporated three items of his obeisance scale (AD 2, AD 7, MC 4). 11

Second, ressentiment, though not directly measured, appears as the deni-

gration of official values found in the wording of various questions,

e.g., the cynical AD 1: "The main reason for going to high school is

to ,,et the diploma; it is your passport to a good job or to college."

Third, the element of "legitimation" first raised by Clark is further

explored by our question (A 4) about the "reasonableness" of various

organizational conditions.12

Many of our questionnaire items serve more tlan one purpose.

For example, the statement just quoted equating diploma and passport

serves both as a measure of meaninglessness and a measure of feeling

about such a state of affairs. It would be impossible to say just how

many of our questions are susceptible to multiple interpretations--this

is partly a function of the interpreter's ingenuity--but we have in-

tentionally included quite a few. There are two justifications for

conciously posing ambiguous questions.

First, this is one way to increase the efficiency of the

questionnaire by increasing the quantity of material collected. In the

case of ressentiment as measured by our passport question, we can combine

that question with others similarly phrased to construct an ex post facto

scale; or, should w. wish to do so, we can combine the same item with

other measures of meaninglessness.

11Leonard I. Pearlin, "Alienation from Work: A Study of Nursing

Personnel," American Sociological Review 27 (June, 1962), pp. 314-26, esp.

p. 318. Pearlin's fourth item, "The best way to get along on this job is

to mind your own business and do as you're told," was eliminated in pre-
test, but influenced our formulation of questions FC 2 and FC 5A,

12John P. Clark, "Measuring Alienation Within a Social System,"
American Sociological Review 24 (December, 1959), pp. 849-52.
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Second, ambi[xity in the question does not preclude clarity

in analysis, and it has the advantage of leaving the interpretation open

until further information is assembled. To stick with item AD 1, this

could be interpreted as a pretty accurate recognition of things as they

are, or it could be seen as a judgement about the sad state of those

things, or it might be interpreted as expressing the respondent's resent-

ment about a hypocritical world and its institutions of ,learning. No

mode of orientation is specified ex ante, but the actual dimension(s)

tapped are recoverable through combination with othe-r items, especially

items which are more precise.13

The Sample

This project had its share of the usual vicissitudes, plus a

few not so usual. We had originally planned to conduct our interviews

and administer our questionnaires at a sinL,le school, East High. After

our interviewing had begun, though, w had the opportunity to distribute

our questiOnnaires throughout the school system of a medium-sized

13We would like to acknowledge our indebtedness to a number of other
authorities from whom we have borrowed or adapted questionnaire items. At
tines, as with Pearlin's obeisance scale or Blauner's measure of boredom,
we simply incorporated the items with minor changes reflecting the school
context; in other instances, e.g., when we relied on Mallery, we re-
phrased interview material as questionnaire items; and in other instances
we have doubtless employed published questions without recognizing that
we were doing so. The sources and questions which we have kept tabs on
are: Mallery, op. cit., from whom we adapted AD 1 (see Mallery, p. 73),
AD 3 (p. 73), AD 5 (p. 18), AD 16 (p. 95), AD 19 (p. 73), AD 22 (p. 95),
AD 30 (p, 9), AD 31 (p. 153), and MC 2 (p. 95). From Pearlin, op. cit.,
we took the obeisance scale, as already mentioned, plus AD 8, A5 15,
AD 20, and FC 5B. Blauner, op. cit., is also partly responsible for
2C 5B and for various questions dealing with the challenge of tLe job,
e.g., AD 35. From StInchconbe, 22. cit., we took or adapted AD 25
(Stinchcombe's question 40), AD 26 (Q. 41), A 2 (Q. 23, 24, 25), AD 24
(Q. 36), FC 5B (Q. 38), and of course his analysis has influenced us in
other less obvious ways. Dwight G. Dean; "Alienation: Its Meaning and
Measurement," American Sociological Review 26 (October, 1961), pp. 753-
58, provided or intluenced AD 4, AU ITTEU perhaps others.
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Massachusetts city, so we enlarged our plans in order to take advantage

of the opportunity to obtain comparative data. However, at the last

minute we were asked not to undertake our research at this particulfr

time, for our city had been invaded by representatives of the Great

Society and the educational staffs were being inundated by the data-

collection instruments of various fact-finding agencies.

We were still fired with the ambition to compare schools,

though, so we enlisted the cooperation of West and Parochial High

Schools and distributed our questionnaires there. Unfortunately, when

it came time to questionnaire East High, the school from which we had

obtained our interview material, we were unable to do so for adminis-

trative reasons.14 Finally, and again for administrative reasons, all

of our questionnaire data were not available in time for inclusion in

this report; only the West High material is discussed here.15

So we wound up pretty much where we had planned, before our

ventures into cross-organizational study, with a small number of inter-

views and questionnaires from a single school.

The fact that our interviews and questionnaires come from

two different schools is not as troublesome as it might seem at first

glance, for East and West High Schools are quite similar: Both are

roughly the same size, both are located in middle- to upper-middle-class

"bedroom" suburbs of Boston (which are in fact adjacent to each other),

and both are considered to be among the best public schools in the

1414e exhausted our printing budget.

15A logjam in our data-processing center.
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country.
16

We intentionally selected superior schools for our project

because we wished to study the influence of the organizational environ-

ment. By dealing with schools whose teachers are among the best avail-

able, whose students come from educationally-oriented families, whose

facilities are more than adequate, and whose leadership is enlightened,

we felt that we would be able to minimize the impact of social class,

staff competence, and other non-organizational variables.17 If, that is

to say, organization per se ha an alienative influence, then that in-

fluence should be detectable when everything else is optimal.

We interviewed forty-six junior and senior students at East

Hgh, recorded their interviews on tape, and had verbatim typescripts

made. One interview was lost through a recording; error, so forty-five

interview transcripts serve afl the data for this report. The interviews

were conducted in a small anteroom at East High with only the inter-

viewer and the respondents present. Respondents wen: assured that their

remarks would be treated confidentially, and our typescripts indicate

that we collected fairly honest expressions of opinion and feeling.

There was, of course, a certain amount of reticence, and a good deal

of sheer inarticulateness, but there seems to have been virtually no

160ne of the senior author's graduate students had done a study at
West High using an early version of our interview schedule, and so we
had typescripts to compare with those from East High. The interviews
appear to be quite similar, so we feel more justified in using East High
material to comment upon West High questionnaire data in what follows.
"East," "West," and "Parochial High" are, of course, not the actua,1 names
of our schools.

17In point of fact it developed that social class was much more varied
in these communities than we had first thought, and so we are now classify-
ing our returns by SES scores derived from 'elle student's record.
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serious evasion or misrepresentation. For interviews lasting only forty

minutes each, and conducted by adult strangers, the results are gratify-

ingly rich in the sorts of data we were seeking.

We talked with twenty-one girls and twenty-four boys, a slight

majority (26) of whom were seniors. Thirty of the students were selected

at random, and fifteen were chosen for some interesting characteristic

(e.g., class president, disciplinary problem) or to increase our sample

of an under-represented category (e.g., shop major). Twenty students

seemed sure that they could go on to a four-year college and were en-

rolled in East Bights college preparatory curriculum; three other stu-

dents, enrolled in the general program, also hoped to go to college;

thirteen students planned to go to junior college, business, or technical

school, and all but one of these were enrolled in the appropriate busi-

ness or general tracks; four non-college-program boys expected to 8o

into the armed forces; two college curriculum junior boys and two busi-

ness curriculum girls had no idea of what they would do after gradua-

tion; one college-track boy planned to go into business with his father

immediately after graduation, and one college-track girl hoped to go

directly into the performing arts.

Nineteen of the students were interviewed individually, twenty

students wer-flitatenviewed in pals 0.44g on two occasions we.interviewed

thine students at the same time. Generally speaking the individual

interviews were more informative, for not only did the students speak

more freely, they also avoided the sorts of posturing that sometimes

characterize youngsters playing for an audience that includes their

peers. Individually the students often displayed surprising objectivity

about their situations; collectively they just as often perpetuated the

working fictions of the teenage school collectivity.

Our questionnaires were distributed by the teacher.; of West
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High, and our returns, we are told, include all of the students who

were present on the day of administration. The characteristics of the

student body are presented in Appendix I, and further background infor-

mation, not processed in time for inclusion in this report, is available

from the school records.

In addition to interviewing East High students and question-

nairing West High students, we also administered questionnaires to the

student body of Parochial High, a Catholic high school in the metro-

politan Boston area which enjoys a reputation similar to that of our

public schools. Although Parochial High draws its students from a num-

ber of neighborhoods rather than merely from the imnediate one, and

although it charges tuition, it differs from our other two schools

primarily, we think, in its Catholic authority structure. It is un-

fortunate that our questionnaires from this school could not be processed

in time for inclusion in this report, but our findings will be published

elsewhere as soon as possible.



ClIAPTER IV

Findings

'/3

We initiated this study in order to gather some muchneeded

empirical information about alienattcn and involvement in the school,

and perhaps tae major contrtbution that a study of this sort could make

weuld be a simple reporting of the data. We have done this in Appendix

which contains the questions that we asked the students of West High

and the answers we received. The present chapter is largely a commentary

cf that appendix with excerpts from interviews being introduced to il.

11strate various points, and with an occasional reference to the literate

tune made whenever it seemed especially pertinent. The analysts is not

at all elaborate, partly because we did not have time to use more so-

Dhisticated methods, but mainly because the marginals tell such an im

pertant story themselves.

The chapter is divided into seven sections:: First we will

present evidence for our contention that our high school students are

not alienated, or at least that they do not display the traditional

symptoms. We will then present five sections treattng several versions

and sources of alienationpowerlessness, meaninglessness (two sections),

Isolation, and the division.of labor, and conclude with a summary deft'.

ing primarily with the school. We will return to the broader probleta cf

conceptualization in our final chapter.

Symptoms of Alienation

As mentioned in the previous chapter, regardless of just how

alienation is defined there are some reactions which are believed to

accompany it, Most of our respondents, however, do not exhioit such

symptoms.

Stinchcombe, for example, sug6ested that "expressive alienation"
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takes the form of rebellion,' but when we a3ked our students how often

they rebelled, i.e., violated school regulations (MC 1), alitost 82 percent

answered that they rarely, never, or almost never did, while only 4.5

percent admitted that they often did.

Blauner used boredom as a measure of alienation,2 but our

students are not notably bored with their work (NC 2): On the contrary,

most (65.2 percent) rate their subjects "A" or "B" on satisfaction derived

(A 3E), and only a negligible 5.1 percent felt that their subject-1 had

been unsatisfactory ("D") or failures ("E"). School work is in fact

reported to be stimulating (AD 23), challenging (AD 35), pertinent (AD 5),

meaningful (AD 12), and important (AD 30).

It is not surprising, then, to find (AD 32) that an overwhelming

majority of West High students think that their school does a first-rate

job (83.6 percent, with 7.7 percent no opinion), and almost afl many ex-

press personal pride at beilg a member of such an organization (AD 10).3

Students are proud of their school because it does what it is

supposed to do, i.e., it educated them, and they know that it educates

'Arthur L. Stinchcombe, Rebellion in a High School (Chicago: Quad-
rangle Books, 1964). Stinchcombe was not concerned with the sheer frequency
of expressive alienation, and his measures were not exactly the same as
ours, but we gather that alienation and rebellion were substantially more
prevalent in his school than in East or West High.

2Robert Blauner, Alienation and Freedom (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1964). Using Blauner's mea-ire, our students exhibit the
same interest in their work as do skiller: workers in industries promoting
lesser degrees of alienation, i.e., they are simply not alienated to any
significant extent. Cf. Table 47, p. 207.

'An aggrandizement effect, i.e., an "upward distortion of an organi-
zation's prestige by its own members," is doubtless operative here, but in
view of student satisfaction with internal conditions in the school it
probably does not exaggerate things very much. See Theodore Caplow, Prin-
ciples of Organization (N. Y.: Harcourt, Brace and licold, 1964), pp. 213

16.
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then because, in part, there are external measures to verify the fact:

Q: HOU is East High?

A: First rate, just beyond comparison.

Celi Do you have any basis for comparison?

A: Well, I do have friends in other towns and I know how their
colle6e boards are, the average of their schools, and I know
that ours is far, far superior; and I know the percentage
of East High students that do go to colleges and find colleges.

9: But how about in your own experience?

A: (Pause) Well . . . (pause) . . . I just think our program
like the APP program that I've been taking--you can go
through an accelerated program for three years in a subject
and in your senior year you take APP, which is the freshman
college course. So then you take the Advanced Placement
Test and if you do well you get the credits for the course
and you don't have to take it.

Q: Would you say that's the best thing about the school--the
quality of th education?

A: And also I like the atmosphere. They push you very hard,
I think. Almost too hard, because ever since I was a fresh-
man it was college, college, college. And it's kind of hard,
but I think it's a pretty good atmosphere. . You have
to do well on your College Boards. You have to, you know,
for your ovn pride and the pride of the school and to get
into college.

at High provides a good education because it succeeds in doing That it

is sup,:osed to do, get students into college, and it does this by making

them work hard.

But this is only part of the story, for even students not making

good marks and not going to college think highly of the school, and all

students were quite conscious of the differ :nee between marks and educa-

tion. In fact, the one luestion which indicated the greatest (78.9 per-

cent) student discontent at West High reads, "There is too much emphasis

here on grades and 'success' rather than on true learning" (AD 3), a

sentiment publically shared, incidentally, by the principal of the school.

Yet they are proud of their ,rades and consider then personally important
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CA 2D),

Similarly, West High students complain of the routinization of

their work, about two-thirds agrecing to the proposition, "There isn't

enough variety in high school study; you just read the book, study the

notes, do the assignments, and take the tests, over and over again"

(AD 29). Yet they tackle their jobs with vigor and take pride in accom-

plishing them.

This emphasis on overt, or "skin-surface" performances, as

Argyris would put it,4 appears as a source of dissatisfaction in other

questions: Most (79.9 percent) students feel that ability to express

oneself is more important than knowledge for success in school (FC 5E),

and agree (53.3 percent, with 6.1 percent no opinion) that "Personality,

pull, and bluff get students through many courses" (Al) 8).5

There is something of a paradox in all this On the one hand

students are quite conscious of the discrepancy between making out in

schopl and true education; yet they are also proud of making out. Put
4

less colloquially, students seem to view education as a task, and their

pride is pride in workmanship.

This conclusion was supported by our interview results when we

attempted to uncover some indicators of involvement. In answer to the

question, "What do you actually do when you are involved in a course?",

virtually all of the answers could be summed UD in the reply: "We enjoy

it." Students rarely do additional outside readings, and if their interest

4Chris Argyris, Personality and Organization (N. Y.: Harper, 1957),
pp. 59..60, et passim.

5
These expressions of cynicism should not be taken too literally, for

other questionnaire items (AD 15, AD 20, FC 513, and A 1) and interview
materials miggest that though "lookiag good" may help, it is neither
necessary nor sufficient to succeed in the long run. It rankles nonethe
less, though, when substantive achievement or effort is not always formally
rewarded.
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in a subject interferes with generalized success in school, then more

often than not some guilt or self-depreciation was expressed.6

On the basis of our gross indicators it would be difficult to

contend that West High has any significant alienation problem. It may

have an involvement, or a mis-involvement, one though, for our data suggest

that students are primarily engaged in the task of making good marks

rather than gaining substantive insight into themselves and their world.

It would make our job of analysis much easier if we could exPlain this

as mere obsession with marks, or "t.estomania, "7 but to do so would over-

simplify what appears to be a much nore complicated issue: Involvement

in What? And more important: Why?

Powerlessness

Turning now to some of the more specific meanings of -alienation,

It powerlessness" is the version most often encountered in the empirical

literature. We have simply assumed that high school students are in fact

powerless to control the major events of their school lives; indeed, it

6A noted critic has this to say about the phenomenon: "Unfortunately,
the pervasive philosophy to which children are habituated as they grow up
is the orthodoxy of a social machine not interested in persons, except to
man and aggrandize itself. Especially not young persons . , They are
insulated by not being taken seriously. The social machine does not"' r.

require or desire its youth to find identity or vocation; it is inte
ested only in aptitudedow. . An adolescent ceases to believe in the
rightness of his own wants, and soon he even doubts their existence.
His rebellious claims seem even to himself to be groundless, immature,
ridiculous." Paul Goodman, Compulsory Mis-Education (N. Y.: Horizon
Press, 1964), pp. 84-85.

70n "testomania," see Pitirim Sorokin, "Testomania,"
Reviaw'25 (Fall, 1955), pp. 199-213, or reprinted in Fads
Modern 19.2i2122 (Chicago: Henry Regnery, Gateway Books,

Harvard Educational
and Foibles in
1965). The best

study of the impact of grading in schools is probably still Eugene Smith,
Ralph W. Tyler, and the Evaluation Staff (of the Eight-Year Study), Ak.
praising and Recording Student Progress (N. Y.: Harper, 1942). A recent
(1963) NSSE yearbook also deals with the topic.
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would be possible to argue that students arc the most powerless institu-

tional inhabitants of our society.

Assuming, then, that the students of West High lack any signifi-

cant power, it is instructive to note that they do not so perceive the

situation: Most (64.9 percent) deny that "There is little or nothing the

student can do to change things; student government is rather meaningless

here (AD 11). Similarly, most deny that students are treated too much

like children (AD 18), that students have too little responsibility for

their own educations (AD 34), that the outcomes of classroom discussions

are controlled by the teacher (AD 22), or even that there are too many

unnecessary rules and regulations (AD 6).

Our interviews indicate that even when students want more power

or freedom, it always pertains to relatively minor things, e.g., the right

to play baseball after lunch; and our respondents are about equally divided

on the question of whether the administration should exercise more or less

control over the student body.8

Here are some typical comments from the students at East High,

which is run as a rather "tight ship":

We have quite a bit of freedom here. They don't allow us to
walk around and things between classes, but that's understand
able; we would probably disturb other classes.

I think the student has freedom to take more or less what he
wants. . (This is wrong) because a kid can take very
easy courses the rest of the year and maybe, maybe he's got
the potential to do something with himself instead of being
lazy. I don't know how they could fix it or prearrange it,
but I think the student is given too much freedom to choose
what he wants.

...=17

8The principal of East High frequently conducts interviews with the
senior class, and summaries of their complaints and satisfactions for the
most recent years (1959, 1960, 1962) were graciously made available to
us. These summaries, like our interviews, indicate dissatisfaction with
only minor aspects of the school experience,



A few years ago 0 . there was a little bit too much freedom
then. The teachers were actually afraid of some of the stu-
dents then because they were so big and strong and everything.
Then they had a juke box machine down at lunch and the kids
could listen to records and everything and they had a coke
machine. They took all of that away. At lunch all you do is
just talk and all this and that, you knows I mean, I say they
should put the juice box machine and the coke machine back in
and malqw the students a little happier. It would be 400ithe
better I suppose.

(Do you feel you have enough freedom?) Yes and no. Some things
you have a lot of freedom on and then there are others. Well,
there's the teacher again, you see. We have a dress
code, about wearing white dungarees. They're pressed
and they2rAliftn, and I think it's a ridiculous rule. They
don't look bad when they're pressed and cleaned. I think they
look pretty good and it's a ridiculous rule. As long as they're
clean and not disgustingly tight, too tight, and they're pressed
they're just like any other long pants. They're not like blue
dungarees. That's just one thing. It's just things like that.
(How about smoking?) I think they should get into the Boy's
Rooms more to do something about that. I think they should
stop it. (Smoking should be stopped?) Yes, I think so.

The four interviewers on this project were a little incredulous about the

tolerance that most students seemed to have developed, and at times we

pushed this issue to the point of leading the respondent

Q: How do you feel about bells ringing? Does it ever get to
you?

A: No. Well, it's kind of funny that everybody's life is run
by the bells. The bells ring and all these kids pile out
into the hall like animals. (Laughs).

Q: Does it ever bother you?

A: I think you get used to it. Sometimes there's the bell to
freedom and you're out for the day or for the weekend.

None of our East High respondents saw anything unusual about the detailed

control which was exercised over them, though from the adult's point of

view this is one of the more noteworthy characteristics of the school.

It should not be forgotten, though, that these young people are

just that--young. They are thus inexperienced and quite naturally dis-

trustful of their own ability to exercise power in a responsible manner:
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Q: Do you think students have enough say about uho runs this
place and the policy of the school?

A: (Parise) Yes. I think if it wasn't run by the administra-
tive part of the school system that things would get out of
hand. I think there has to be somebody to lay down the
law c.nd say it's going to be this way. . . I don't
think the students at this age know' everything and I think
they need somebody to guide them and tell them what's
right. They might think something is right now but twenty
years from now it might not be in their opinion.

Q: You have a lot of faith in adults to know what's right (We
both laugh).

These students do not want power, in part because they do not want thea...W

responsibility that goes with it (AD 34): and they do not want the re-

sponsibility because they feel that they might mak:. too many mistakes

(AD 31), Their own educations, it would seem, are too important to them

to be left in inexperienced hands, including their own hands.

Satisfaction with powerlessness, though, must reflect satisfac-

tion with the way power is wielded by others. At first we thought that

student complacence might be a result of some general respect for adult

authority, but when we administered Pearlin's measures of obeisance we

discovered that this was not the case (AD 2, AD 79 MC 49 NC 5).9 On the

contrary, our interviews indicate that respect is achieved through com-

petence, it is not merely ascribed to age or organizational status.

Students at both schools were highly satisfied with their teach-

and administrators, though they wer,: quick to remark upon the rare

exceptions. A majority at West High think that the staff is interested

in students' personal problems (AD 14), that hitgh standards of justice

prevail (AD 15, AD 20)9 and almost eighty percent feel that teachers and

administrators are working in their best interests (AD 21). The instructional

M
9Leonard I. Pearlin, "Alienation from Works A Study of Nursing

personnel," American Sociological Review 27 (June, 1962), pp. 314-26.
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staff, in fact, is about the most satisfactory aspect of the school, with

fully three-fourths of the students giving teachers marks of !'A" or "B",

and a bare four percent rating them "D" or failing (A. 4). This is a

degree of satisfaction second -and a close second--only to diat expressed

with peers. In short, students seem content with the power situation

because they believe that those who possess power, notably the teachers*

are satisfactory, i.e., competent.

Another explanation for this tolerance of powerlessness might

be suggested: These students cannot conceive of an educational situation

in wigwhich they would have power. Having never been exposed to alternatives,

they feel no particular ioss; their "relative deprivation" is zero because

they have nothing with which to assess their absolute deprivation. As

Margret Hofmann puts it, recalling how it was possible to be a fairly

typical adolescent in wartime Germany: "I possessed the one characteristic

common, to nearly all young people: I had no basis for compariscn. 1,10

Even if students wanted more power they do not feel that they

could have it

While the kids like it in school, I think it's too military--
the administration and the office--it's military. (Is there
anything you can do about it?) We always lose. . But

I can't complain about the administration, they're very fine .

people; don't get the idea theyq-e not.

Several other students expressed the sentiment, "You can't fight City

Hall," but our general conclusion is that no one really wants to fight

City Hall, for City Hall is a pretty good outfit.

In sum, an obvious condition of great powerlessness is not

perceived by most students as one of powerlessness, and, even uhen the

1°Margret Hofmann, "What We Didn't Know," Saturday Review (December
21, 1963), p. 13.
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condition is acknowledged, it is not felt as .either unjust or even un-

comfortable.

These students are obedient, and they are obedient for a good

reason: It is necessary to obey orders in order to do well in school

and it is very important to do well school.11 Thus our suburban stu-

dents are clearly not the reluctant inductees of a compulsory attendance

law; they want to be in school. Just why they should want to be, though,

is another question, the question of what school means to them.

The Ebaning of School

School is important in the first instance because it is the best

way to get ahead, and success is one of the'primary aims of our students:

(Have your courses been helpful?) Just to get into college.
I need them to 6et.into college.- I- do like History, though,
and English.

My main purpose is to get the diploma. College is a help, but
if you don't get that diploma, well, that's pretty bad. It's
getting pretty tough to get a good job, you know. The main
purpose for me and to other students who are not going on to
further education is to get that diploma.

(How long have you been intent on going to college?) I guess
my parents always planned for me to go to college right from
the start, but I guess I actually didnIt want to go until this
year. (Why?) I wasn't thinking about it. I didn't think you
actually needed it (laughs); I guess I was wrong (laughs).
(Why?) I don't know. Well . . . it's hard to say. just,
well, some kids that I knew from last year, most of them went
to college and most are still in college, but the ones that
didn't go to college, they're merely working for the town now,
or something, or out washing windows on Saturday mornings, or
something like that. (Laughs) It's a little less than what
I aspire to do. (What do you aspire to do, make money?) Yeah,
a lot of it.

11Nost
of our interview respondents did not cut class at all, and only

rarely did any admit to playing hooky. The main reason for this compli--
ance was not fear of punishment, but the fact that missing class would cause
the student to fall behind in his studies.
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These are some of the attitudes that lie behind the sinble most unequivocal

response that w obtained in our entire questionnaire, an agreement of

almost ninety percent to the statement (AD 19): "What we do in high school

is essentially preparation for what will come later; the pay-off will be

in college or on the job."

It would be tempting to characterize the students' orientation

to high school as a purely instrumental one, but this would over -- simplify

tings. For example, the high school diploma nay indeed be a ticket to

the good life, but hiL.,11 school experiences also have a worth of their

own:

(Is high school work related to your plans?) ig
started doing things in high school that were really relevant
to what we wanted to do, well--Like, O.K., I'm going to be a
teacher, and they start teaching you how to teach, -well, that !s
what they do in college. High school is just getting the gen-
eral background. Then you L;() on from there.

I think school teaches you to take orders. The teacher gives
you homework and you're supposed to do it. School i3 like a
responsibility more than something you' ?ant to do.

(What is a good course?) Ure441, it's not so much the busy
work. Like, I take this accelerated English course. You don't
have to write grammar exercises. You rea; tremenc;ous amounts,
critical works, Shakespeare, all sorts that you can possibly- -
all the works that you can possibly cram in. It's all outside.
We discuss theories an philosophies of Frankel and Freud in
class and also outside readings. The depth of the courses,
it'. ---ing. (It sounds tough.) But the readings are marvelous.
(So ANNMW course is a tough one?) Oh yes, really. You want
to, you ,:ant to succeed because its a challenge to you, and
if you pull out a B In one of these courses, its real.

Hewever expressed, and our respondents were especially hard put to articu-

late their feelings on this matter, there recurred throughout our inter-

views' this suggestion of something more to high school than mere qualifi-

cation for college or job. And when we asked (AD 1) if high school were

solely a place to get a "passport" to better things, our respondents,

though still agreeing (6001 percent), were far less unanimous than when
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we combined thin function with a reference to preparation.

In addition to providing admission to channels of mobility,

then, high set ml somehow serves to prepare, praepare, "to make ready."

But ready for what? -The answer is importantz The students do not know.
\ -

Students do not know what to prepare for because they have had

no real experience with roles for which preparation is necessary. With

one or two exceptions, our interview respondents had only the dimmest

notions about adult roles, and an outstanding quality of responses. to

questions about plans for the future was a tentativeness that belied most

initial expressions of certitude:

You know, ever since I came up here they'Ve been testing me
and one of the tests was in mathematics and another in bus i-
ness stuff. I guess business is just what I'm headed ,for.

I didn't know what I wanted to do until maybe a couple of weeks
ago, and I don't think any of the other kids do either (laughs),
and I don't know if that's what I'll be, so these are just
general courses that you've got to take to fill the vote.

(What are you going to do when you get through school?) I

want to teach high school, and it's either between 3iology or
English. I'm not sure which. I really can't make 111) ny mind
that I want to major for four. years in one subject. (Is there
anything else you might want to do besides teach?) Weil, I
wanted to be a nurse, but I've been thinking aoout it and it
tc7kes s very phySically strong person, and, I don't know, I
just have teaching in my mind.

More important, this attitude -seems to carry over to college plans, i.e.,

college often seems to be a way of avoiding final career decisions

I'd rather go to college than work, Like goin6 to college for
four years I can also gain learning that will help me and also
postpone my having to go to work.

I'm not sure what I'm going to do and I don't want to limit
ryself. I don't want to sit back and say I'm going into busi-
ness. I'm afraid I wouldn't be happy at this point if I decided
to go into a four year business school like (School). I'd

come out and, O.K., I could go into business, but if I said I

wanted to do anything else, I wouldn't be able to. I want to

go- to a liberal arts school.
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(Have you ever thought about how much youql like your work
after college?) Oh, I try uot to too much. A step at a time*
You know, I can't look too fat ahead.

College, of course is not merely a means for avoiding decisions;

it has an attraction of its own. Significantly, much of this attraction

lies in the student's ability to do what he is not allowed to do in high

school, i.e., pursue knowledge rather than ::arks

In college.they'reach a point of maturity where they go for the
knowledge. I think in high school the goal you are trying to
reach is college, and in college the goal you are trying to
reach is knowledge and social maturity as well as intellectual.
maturity.

I want to learn; I don't iiant to go through life, you know,
not knowing what's going on. (What would you like to study
in college?) _People. You

find
the way they act. (Psychology?)

Well, I think 11d like to find out if I do. You know, have a
chance. You don't have a chance in high school, you know, to
get to kno,-; what it's all about.

Numerous responses similar to these suggest that college is viewed by

high schod5ftudents as the place where ambiguities will be resolved,

where dedication and involvement will occur, where commitments will be

generated, and where true insight into matters of importance will be

gained.12

This, of course, is a rather distorted view, but we would like

to submit that the idealized college serves an important function in the

high school: It legitimates school activities which might otherwise be

devoid of meaning.

An important corollary o2 this proposition would suggest that

if the student wanted to experience his school activities as meaningful--

and not to do so would doubtless be unpleasant--thql he would elect, or

even fantasy, a college education. Such a hypothesis, at any rate, would

12Robert Williams is pursuing this line ok investigation by studying
the faniliar "sophomore slump" in college as a symptom of disenchantment.
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serve to explain why we found (PI 5) an astonishing 92.9 percent of our

questionnaire respondents claiming that they planned to go on to college.13

Because of the prominence of the "articulation hypothesis" in

the. literature, we have compared the few (79) students who,de not plan

-to go on to college with their peers on all questionnaire items. The non-

college students' scores are presented in Appendix III. Limitations of

time not er.imit an extensive analysis of these comparisons--a detailed

report :;ill appear later--but two remarks are appropriate at this point.

First, perhaps the most interesting observation to be made of

the data-in Appendix III is the closeness with which they approximate the

responses of the college- bound- 'students: Although deviations from the

college norm are in the expected directions, not very many students are

involved (a shift of about fifteen would eliminate most differences),

and, more important, the only large deviations (e.g., FC 3) can be ex-

plained without reference to the alienation-involvement dimension.14

Second, most of these differences can be explained as accurate

perceptions of the situation in a college-oriented high school: The

staff is probably not as interested in these students (AD 14, AD 21),

the curriculum is certainly less suited tc eir needs (AD 5,, AD 9, AD 12),

and getting a good job is obviously a more _.7essing problem (AD 1, FC 3).

Under these circumstances the high school experience could hardly be

expected to be as satisfactory as it is for college-bound students (A 3

13"College"is very loosely interpreted to include a number of in-
stitutions, e.g., business and.technical schools, junior colleges, etc.
On the other hand, even those students not planning to go to college
looked.forward to further education, e.g., in armed forces schools or in
on-the-job formal programs.

1411e have also compared girls and boys and found virtually no dif-
ferences.
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and A 4, all items), the work would be more boring (MC 2), and the stu-

dents would disagree with their teachers (MC 3) and misbehave (NC 1) a

bit more. Although they tend to be a little obeisant (AD 2, AD 7, EC 4),

and cynical (AD 1, FC 5), they are less guilty of hypocrisy (FC 2) and

dishonesty (FC 1), virtues which may in part be attributed to their lack

of dedication to grades (A 2).

But to return to the bulk of the student body, we have suggested

that there are at least two goals which serve to give high school activi-

ties meaning, admission to college and "preparation" for some (unspecified)

good. At any rate, students do find the work meaningful (AD 9, AD 12),

important (AD 5, AD .30), quality- oriented (AD 13), stimulating (Al) 23),

challenging (AD 35), interesting (MC 2, MC 3), and generally quite satis-

factory (A 3, A 4). On the basis of these .questionnaire findings, then,

one could only conclude that these students do not experience alienation

in its meaningless version.

Meaning, though, is of two varieties: On the one hand an activity

may serve some larger purpose, in which case the meaning is said to be

"extrinsic," while, on the other hand, an activity may be worthwhile in

itself, i.e., the meaning may be "intrinsic." College admission and

"preparation" are extrinsic motives for engaging in school activities,

and our students are almost unanimous in their belief that school work is

merely a means to some end, but we should not be overly hasty in accepting

this characterization, for the implications are disturbing.

One implication is that subjects which should be intrinsically

interesting are being converted into means. English literature, for

example, or history, or (frequently) mathematics should be savored, not

performed, and to see their worth as dependent upon the contribution

they may make to college entrance or occupational mobility is to banalize
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them to the point of extinction.

The other, related, implication is that students may be finding

'meaning" where there should be none. Specifically, a surprising majority

of West High students (79.9 percent) report that ability to. express one-

self is more important for school success than knowledge (FC 5E), a

majority (51.5 percent) would give a teacher a wrong answer on anexam

if the teacher thought it was right FC 2), over two-thirdS agree that

the work is repititious (AD 29), 78.9 percent feel that grades and "success"

are over-emphasized at the elTense of true learning (AD 3), most (53.3

percent) agree that personality, pull, and bluff. get students through many

courses(AD 8), and almost-half (47.9 percent, with 7.3 percent noopinion)

feel that "it's not important what you really know, just look alert and

give the right answers" (AD 28). The common element in these questions

is the activity involved, i.e., the actual performance of the learning

task. We would submit that if a student experiences a glib, hypocritical,

repititious, grade-oriented, cynical, and trivial performance as meaning-

ful, then perhaps he is in worse shape than if he distanced himself from

it.

We will consider these two possibilities in the section which

immediately fellows.

The Meaning of Meaning in School

Students find both intrinsic and extrinsic meaning in their

studies, but extrinsic meanin,s take priority and, consequently, intrinsic

meanings are seldom experienced. These are our conclusions; our reasons

follow.

Roughly half of the students at East High had some subject that

they spoke of with enthusiasm, though few had more than one. How much of
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this enthusiast .reflected intrinsic interest in the subject, though, and

how much reflected various extrinsic motivations is difficult to estimate.

This difficulty has two sources. First, it is very hard to

distinguish between interest in subject matter and interest in persons

associated with the subject matter; indeed,perhaps'all intrinsic interests

somehow reflect social experiences. At any rate, here are a.few responses

which illustrate the shapes this problem takes:

(When do you really get a feeling of accomplishment about your.
courses?) Well, when I can sit down and talk to my father.about
something on the engine of a car and I understand what he's
talking about. Whereas before, I'd be surprised that all
these things were involved in the operation of an engine. When
I can talk to him and make sense.

Well, it may sound funny, but it goes back to the teacher. I
mean, most people work for themselves, I suppose, to get good

.Marks, but, as'I said beZore, no matter what the subject is,
if I have a good teacher and I really want to please him, 1111
do well. I'll work hard and Inl enjoy it. The courses where
I am not interested in the teacher, where I couldn't care less,
I just do it. Like (Course) is a big drudgery.

The English course is excellent. I really like English. It's
interesting. They treat you like an adult so that you have to
think like an adult. "What do you mean, they treat you like
an adult?) MI that's a difficult question to answer.
I think they just ask you to think on your own and they're
interested in the way you think and what you think. Well . .

they take the story line and then they ask you your opinion;
I think they more or less find out something about you, your-
self, and from that maybe . . . (long pause) . . . I think
English class helps you to become a more rounded person. Maybe
that's my interest in It.

When we asked our interview resoondents whether the teacher made the course

interesting, or whether interest in a subject could persist in the face

of poor teaching, the overwhelming majority indicated that the teacher

determined their interest. On the basis of this data, then, one would

be tempted to conclude that virtually all of the interest displayed by

studentsfor their subjects merely reflected a rather irrelevant desire
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to please some adult, or an even more irrelevant enjoyment of a teaching

performance.

But there is a second difficulty involved in assessing students'

interests, a difficulty resident in the "languagg of means" of the Ameri-

can culture. For.whatever reasonsta Pragmatic philosophical tradition9

an activistic orientation, a Newtonian metaphysic--we tend to discuss

and justify our feelings about an important activity by rbfe'rence to some

purpose which the affect-laden activity serves, and our justificatory

discuSsions frequently employ a simple cause-effect rhetoric.

High school: students may at times like a subject because of its

intrinsic interest, and no doubt at times they will like a teacher be-

cause of the course he teaches, but it is so much easier to phrase matters

the other way around; thus the casual relationship reported between

teacher performance and interest in the course may at times be a spurious

one, resulting more from verbal habit than actual experience. Again, stu-

dents often refer to becoming a well-rounded or informed person, partly,

one might suspect, out of sheer inability to express their feelings in

more sophisticated ways. The last student quoted above, for instance,

fell back upon the "well-rounded" cliche only after a struggle to express

her true feelings, and the magnetic tape recorded not only her words but

also the relief she felt as she hit upon this convenient phrase.

In sum, if we take our transcripts very literally we must con-

clude that there is virtually no intrinsic interest in school subjects;

but if we make allowances for the "extrinsic bias" of popular diction,

then there are grounds for suspecting that a fair amount of intrinsic

interest may be hidden behind the conventions of the language. The amount

is not great, for students were not enthusiastic about rost of their

courses, but nevertheless at least some of the satisfaction expressed
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(MC 2, A 3E) may stem from involvement in subject matter, perhaps

not all matters of intrinsic worth have been transformed into means.

Some means, though, appear to have been transformed into ends,

notably marks and other indicators which are recorded in the student's

dossier. Yet here again we find that the conversion is not total, for

our students clearly recognize that their obsdssion with grades is some-

what irrelevant, and there is a persistent undertone of unhappiness that

substantive accomplishment must be subordinated to grade making:

Well, in East High-you work for good grades so you can go to
college. It's just, you know, everyone is obsessed with the
fact,and, I:know, even I.

It's kind of funny. I could e,o-through a year and get a good
grade, but then I look back and I haven't learned anything,
and then I can go through a year and get a C, and I'll look
back and I'll remember so many things, well,-of course--I mean
maybe--your parents don;t know what you know, and people don't
know what you know, end the colleges don't know what you know,
so, if you're going to try for anything you're going to try
for the grade. I mean

not
payoff. I mean, you may have the

knowledge, but it's not going to do you any good. If you want
to go someplace and you want to go to college or anyplace, you
have to have the grades, anyway to graduate at least from high
school.

Well, I think that knowledge is a good thing, but, you know,
when you go to college they always say that you've-got to have
A's and B's and even though I got C's in my English-my sopho-
more year, the accelerated English, I felt that I had: earned
an awful lot more in-that- course than I had learned in another.

In high school kids go out for clubs and athletics. and things
of that nature to build up their all-aroundness so that they
can get into college. (Extra-curricular activities help you
get into college?) Yes, they are very important. Colleges
like students of varied interests. (What if you just like to
sit and think?) Well, I suppose you could Eut this down on
your application. Some kids will participate in extra-
curriEtaar activities just for fun, just because they like it.
I myself do it both for fun and also because it will help me
get into college. I'm going to continue these extra-curricular
activities in college, I'm not just going to quit. I donut
think you should drop any interest just because it won't help
you get into college.

These remarks are a little ambiguous, but the general message is clear:
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Grades are necessary, but they 'are not sufficient.

This would be a happg eiding were it not for two further im-

plications. First, our propositionillowbe re.- phrased as a psycho1ogi7

Bally, if not logically, plausible catollary: "It is necessary, though

perhaps not sufficient, that an activity'be recorded before it is worth-

while." The underlined Segment tf the -.last quotation illustrates the

point, and similar remarks are sl.xttered through our transcripts. If

an activity becomes recorded it is somehow "officially" importamW it

is valuable; if not, then it is just "fun's or otherwise unimportant. In

the same vein, extra work beyond that necessary to get a good mark is

seldom mentioned, even though the subject may be quite interesting. Works

of supererogation are rare because they do not affect the Record.

In addition, and this is the second implication that concerns

us, students are so busy maximizing necessary marks that they do not have

time to "waste" on pursuits which are merely fun. Following one's own

interests thus becomes frivolous, if not downright sinful, when to do so

diverts energies from making top marks. When we asked (FC 4) our West

High students about this issue, less than a third indicated that they

,Trn.e willing to sacrifice an optimal grade-profile to intrinsic. interests,

-and we suspect, from our East High interview material, that even this

third would not sacrifice much:

(Which would you rather have, the knowledge or the grade?)
Well, I had to this year, I had to choose between regular English
and accelerated English, and that's the difference right there,
the difference between an A and a B. (You would rather take a
B than maximize your grade?) Yes, because you do so much better
in the future; your college boards; you do better in college;
you can talk more intelllgently; you read. (Would you be willing
tc take a C?) No, I wouldn't be willing to take a C; maybe a
J3 minus.

Grades are not only necessary, they are important; and they are so important

that they take precedence over all other concerns.
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le can only conclude, then, that though intrinsic meaning may

still attach itself to some curricular experiences, it does so to a

relatively minor derce because of an overriding concern on the part of

the students =lith maximizing their "paper shadow" in the front office

file s.15

Isolation

Given the fact that such a large proportion of our students

expressed pride in being a member of their schools, it would be surprising

to discover any particular indications of isolation, nor did we. Very

large majorities reported than anyone could find friends at West High if

he wanted to (AD 44111Wiat the school was not too formal or inmersonal

(AD 27), and that their experiences with classmates and teachers rated

at leant a "3" on a scale of satisfaction (A 3). A substantial majority

(53.7 percent) also thoght that the staff took an interest in students'

personal problems (AD 14).

The school, as an isolated community, might be thought to gen-

erate alienation from the larger society, but again the students do not

seeN to feel so Less than a third agreed with Mallerys respondent that

"What we do in school seems so unreal; it has little to do with the im-

.portant problems of living" (AD 5), only a fourth agreed that the big

questions are not handled in school (AD 30), and only a fourth again agreed

that school work was toe often "make-work" (AD 12). 16

150n the "p-'per shadow" as an actionable entity, see: Erving Goffman,

Asylums (Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday Anchor Books, 1961), p. 75.

16Cf. David Mallery, High School Students Seal: Out (N. Y. Harper,

1962), p. 13: Jan Hajda, "Alienation and Integration of Student Intellectuals,"
American Sociological Review 26 (October, 1961), pp. 758-77; Gwynn Nettler,
"A Measure of Alienation," American Sociological Review 22 (December, 1957),
pp. 670-77.
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Far from leading to feelings of isolation, memuership in the

school actually provides the adolescent with a community to which he may

belong.

(How do you miss school when you're out?) I don't know. You
miss some of the kids, something to do every day . . (Pause)
It kind of stops your progress. Like maybe you go outside and
you're talking to somebody during vacation or something and
they start to mention words ycu never heard before or some-
thing, you know, more vocabulary than you have. Then you go
back to school,. you pick up the words and you find out what
they mean and maybe pick up some more. Maybe you do the same
in math. You come across a problem during the summer that
you can't do and next year you learn how to do it, but . . .

It just kind of grows with you. When you're not here you're
stopped.

I've never cut class because I wouldn't know-where to go or
what to do. I'd just as soon sit in the classroom.

Well, I mean, there's nothing better to do. I mean, like,
let's say you've got a Saturday. You sleep till eleven or
twelve o'clock. Then you get dressed. Maybe then its twelve
thirty or one o'clock. Then when you're ready to start your
day, everybody is getting out of school. You might as well
be in school.

During the summer, when the kids are on vacation, they don't
have jobs or anything, half the time they get bored and by
the time summer ends, they're anxious to get back to school.

In point of fact we encountered more indications of discomfort with ex-

cessive closeness in East High than indications of loneliness:

I don't like the social system at all . . . If, say, for instance,
boy and girl relationships; you walk down the hall with a boy
two days in a row and you're going steady with him practically
(Laughs). So rftbn't like the social system at all.

There are cliques, of course, and "In" crowds that are often (AD 24)

said to run things, but students generally deplore their existence, with,

interestingly enough, those who are most "in" being the most upset about

it.

One thing wrong with cliques is the possibility of being left

out, and one of the worst things about bein3 left out is the effect it
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may have on one chances for success in school:

I think if you're popular in this school you've got half the
battle licked, because so many kids go home and, I think, they
worry just because they're not known, and that eats away at
them so much that their grades go down and even their source
of strength goes down.

Students tolerate cliques in much the same way that they tolerate other

unpleasant aspects of the established order; cliques are looked upon as

necessary evils, and most of our East High respondents expressed a desire

to be free of them.

There is little indication of an influential adolescent sub.

culture in all this; rather, the situation more resembles the informal

structure of a work organization, and a fairly contented organization at

that. At best these students constitute a class "in" themselves, but

certainly not one "for" themselves; they are conscious of shared similari-

ties, but there is no indication of any crystalizatian of shared discon-

tent into class-conscious opposition to the adult world that rules them.17

Being a student makes one terribly vulnerable to intra-school

social events, for to be "out" in school is to be out of everything; there

is noPother place where a youngster can truly be "in". But most students

seem to have established some social contacts within the school (AD 4),

and so their experienCe, rather than reflecting isolation, is one of

participation. Thus the impersonality which supposedly characterizes

17Further evidence for the relative weakness of the adolescent sub-
culture, if there is such a thing, is found in questionnaire item A 2.
Here the students indicate that their feelings about grades are more like
those of their parents and potential employers than like their friends,
and we found substantial evidence for dissatisfaction with the student
body (though not necessarily one's own friends) in items AD 25 and AD 26.
The argument for the importance of the youth sub-culture in school is
presented by, among others, James S. Coleman, The Adolescent Society
(N. Y.: The Free Press, 1961). But see Marie dahoda and Neil Warren,
"The Myths of Youth," Sociology of Education 38 (Winter, 1965), pp. 138-
49.
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bureaucratic relationships does not seem to be afi important element here,

and the "cultural estrangement" which might be thought to result from

school member3hip is not encountered, for the school serves to connect

rather than to isolate the adolescent and the larger community.

The Division of Labor

Specialization and the division of labor are often thought to

be the cause of alienation from work, for they render work both trivial,

by simplifying it, and meaningless, 17 removing it from its total context.

Our students, though, did not express discomfort with the fragmentation

of their curriculumt They disagreed completely with Whitehead by approving

(81.7 percent) the sciuential organization of their courses (AD 16), and

they were only sli6ht.4 less favorable in t:Ieir views of the relatedness

of course contents across school class boundaries (AD 17). In fact, the

most reasonable aspect of the school organization, in the students' opinion,

turned out to be the curricular regulations (A 4C).

The work might be a little boring (AD 29, 11C 2), ana it might

not always be clear just why certain talcs are required (Al) 9, A 4D), but

there seems to be little doubt that the students experience the division

of knowledge into courses, and the division of their day into classes,

as utterly normal. In part this may reflect the possibility that into

gration need not reside in the curriculum: "You sort o.if have to do that

yourself," one student explained. But most students who commented on

this topic recognized discontinuities and the lack of articulation, though

they were not notably bothered by it

We11, maybe Nath and Chemistry (are related), but it's just
sort of--they're independent. It "s just like going from one
world to the next. In the next room, you've just gotten what
you"ve done and it's all a different atmosphere and it's all
different stuff.
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Well, the only course really that I can apply to another is
History, which does help at time in studying Literature. But
as far as the correspondence goes, there's nothing. They don't
tie together at all. It seems like four different things.

(Do the courses tie in together?) Hmm . . (Pause) . I
don't know, because I've taken such a wide variety of courses
that . . . I mean, within a field, like within the languages,
you can see the correlation, and within the sciences, but I
don't know about between departments; you can't really give
that much correlation.

None of our respondents expressed more than the mildest of feelings about

the division of learning, and all responses, such a:; those cited above,

were elicited by direct luestions and were not pursued further by the stu-

dents.

It is undoubtedly true that this tolerance of fragmentation

stems in large part from an inability to conceive of alternatives, but

we also received the distinct impression, admittedly difficult to docu-

ment, that there was a more important reason operating: The "integration

of educational experience" was not important to these students, for they

were not engaged in mastering subject matter, they were engaged in "prepara-

tion" and the generation of a favorable record.18 Thus With and History

might seem to be utterly unrelated in the classroom, but they were re-

lated where it counts--in the front office files, where they bore wit-

ness to college preparedness and the possession of an "all-around" educa-

t ion.

Summary

We found no evidence of any large-scale alienation, at least

18
The quoted phrase is the title of an important publication dealing

with this issue: Nelson B. Henry (ed.), The Integration of Educational
Experiences, The Fifty-seventh Yearbook of the National Society for theStudy of Education, Part III (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958).
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as it is ordinarily measured, in the two high schools that we studied.

We did, however, find indications of another familiar sort of reaction

to formal organization, an apparently massive conversion of means into

ends.

More particularly, we found that "education" had come to be

construed almost entirely in terms of performances, especially those that

maximize grades, and that students were involved in the task of jetting

through school rather than the experiences which a curriculum presumably

should afford. 19
Whether this: is !food or bad dcpnnds largely on one's

Philosophy of education.

From one point of view these schools are doing a superlative

job Their graduates are successful in gaining admission to college,

compare favorably on national tests of achievement, and seem generally

well prepared for modern life. The students accept this point oi: view,

and they think their schools are doing a fine job.

From another point of view, though, it might be feared that a

rather shallow version of education is being pursued here, a version thich

is admittedly eFicient for certain limited purposes, but which is never-

theless quite short of Weal. Specifically, students may be being taught

merely to succeed.

.as....,111

19"Experience" is used in Dewey's sense, and it should be remembered
that educational experiences must not only be sufficiently pleasurable
to involve students, ihey must be so planned as to contribute to long-
range educational goals.. John Dewey, _Experience and Education (N. Y.:
Collier Looks, 190). pp. 25-27. We did not investi,ate the teaching at
East and West IlL,;11s, but we strongly suspect that whatever pleasure at-
tached to class experiences was not planned with an eye fo long-run
consequences but was, on the contrary, an epiphenomenon of a subject
matter oriented presentation,

1
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th:tt a; it nay, the general pattern Ilhich emerges from the

data reported in this chapter is one which we have come to call institu-

tional paternalism, a pattern which, at least in these two schools, works

to prevent the ener,ence of clear-cut or widespread feelings of aliena-

tion. Students see their schools as "paternalistic" because they view

them as beneviAent, or working in the students' best interests, and as

wise. We use the term "institutional" for two reasons: 2irst, these

qualities reside in the school itself, or at least in the formal roles

which constitute its steucture, and, second, students expect .aternalistic

treatment as a ri6ht of school membership, not a.i a something to be

earned.

Attitudes toward teachers are a caJe in :Joint. Our studcats

expressed ,roaL satisfaction with their teachers, for the: thouOlt them

hi_hly competent,'but what teachers are competent at is 1:1ss clear.

Fir-;t, it ;0:1:15 thr:t teachers make the talk of learninL; more plea ;ant:

by be in,; entertainin6, informed, clear, in control of the classroolt.

enthusia:tic about the subject, and fair. Second, teachers are apparently

e::-,:ect,1.0. to make the students want to learn, they motivate. In any event,

the teacher is seen as the prime determinant of the educational process:

to

rather literally "makes" education happen.

The student, on the other hand, is

be sure. but it is the teacher who causes

curiously passive: lie "learns,"

the learning to occur. Ac-

cordingly, teachers are evaluated by the critical standards of an audience,

somewhat as actors are, with the standards Dein6 the luality of the rela-

tively non-volitional responses of the studentcritics. A better analogy

would be the doctor-patient relac.ionship: The patient is expected to

follow orders, and to that extent he participates in his own therapy,

but beyond that: result:: are ntirely the responsibility of the physician,
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Thus it is the student's job to do what the teacher tells him

Akto do; it is e"teacherts job to know what to tell the student to do.

It is also, therefore, the teacher's responsibility to know why the stu-

dent should do what he is told to do; the student need concern himself

only with performance, secure in the belief that there is purpose in what

he does. Finally, the student knows that whatever purpose there is in

the ;ork he does, it is for his own good: Teachers do not have ulterior

motives.

All of this is rather impersonal, though, for the teacher is

wise and acts on behalf of the student because he is supposed to--that

is his institutional role. Thus students do not express personal grati-

tude for teaching services, though they may be enthusiastic in their

critical acclaim when the performance is superior, and are prone to be

morally indignant rather than personally disappointed at rare teaching

failures. The teacher, from the point of view of the student, is a pro-

fessional.

Still, the student does not know exactly what these professionals

are doing to him, though he is fairly sure that, whatever it is, it is

for his own good. He does know that mathematics, for example, is well

taught, for his teachers have advanced degrees and the school's College

Boards are high, but just why mathematics should be taught at all is not

very clear; everyone tells him that it's important, though, and anyway
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there isn't uuch he can do about it since it's a required subject.20

In addition, nobody is rewarded for liking or "appreciating" Math; the

important thing is just to do it.

This rather narrow perspective seems to stem from the simple

fact that high school students are young, which is to say that they have

not had much personal experience with broader perspectives and the long-

r:Inge goals to which adults ai:tach so mupk,inportance. Life, for adoles-

cents, is somethin,; that is mostly in the future, and its major meanings

have yet to be learned--though adults may endlessly try to teach them.

It is this sheer youthfulness, with its "lack of comparisons," that we

feel explains a great deal of the information we have presented.

First, as we have already pointed out, students do not want

power because they do not want the responsibility that goes with it, and

they do not want the responsibility because they do not feel that they

know enough to handle it wisely. Conversely, those who do have power

and responsibility are felt to be sufficiently wise and paternalistic- -

in large part, one might suspect, because it is so important to students

that they be so.
21

20It might be appropriate at this point to remark that at least
one of our interview respondents mentioned every subject offered by the

school as his favorite. The fact that many of our citations in this
Paper mention English reflects the large: amount of discussion that men-
tion of that subject drew, and one oif the major reasons that students
were interested in English (or History or Social Studies) was the fact
that personal problems were explored. Most of our students expressed,
however dimly, a desire to have more guidance with their personal prob-
lems, problems which are rather pressing at adolescence.

21The importance of guidance, plus the expectation that it should
rightfully be provided, probably explains the virulence with which students
turn against inadeluate schools and their staffs.
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Second, not knowing what they want, students are reluctant to

get too involved in anything for fear that their enthusiasms might turn

out to be mere infatuations. Involvement implies commitment, and commit-

ment entails the abandonment of alternatives,22 alternatives which the

student fears might be more attractive if he knew enough to assess them.

Under these circumstances lack of involvement becomes a positive good,

for it allows for flexibility in important career decisions. The tactics

of non-commitment include espousal of the doctrine of ell-roundedness,

college, "6eneral backgrouml" activities, and other ways of making ready--

making ready for anything, i.e., nothing in specific.

Third, under these circumstances the entire evaluative dimension

becomes rather muted. The student's lack of concern with the relevance

or cclatcdness of his courses, for example, no doubt reflects his lack

of commitment to specific goals which would lend relevance and illuminate

relatedness. Similarly, since virtually anything can be justified as

being potentially useful, all curricular experiences are levelled to their

lowest de:nominator, unspecified preparation, and the 1X,diUM through which

they are transuitted to the future--the dossier-- assumes rent importance.

A universal medium, i3 demanded for transactions in an unpredictable future,

and so the conuon sentiment that grades are the "pay4bff%should not be

dismissed as hipster cynicism; grades are a generalized re.3ult of present

activity, like currency, an.1 an unknown future requires such generalized

resources.

We thus arrive at a paradoxical conclusion: The guiding value

in this sort of education is valuelessness, or, more correctly, prepara-

221ioard S. Becker, "Notes on the Concept of Commitment," American
Journal of Sociology 66 (July, 1960), pp. 32-40.
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tion for later commitment to an value.23 And so the obsession with

grades, the concentration on instrumental performances at the expense of

substantive involvements, the rush to college, the bland acceptance of

things as they are, these and other activities about which it is easy to

be critical may not be entirely the outgrowths of a mindless Philistinism;

they may rather reflect a serious and laudable concentration on the central

task of youth, to Make Ready. 24

It would be impossible to say whether this value-free orienta-

tion is inherent to the condition of being young or whether it reflects

the structure of the school, but it is possible to argue that this orienta-

tion is a major value of the real, though not necessarily the official,

curriculum of the school. If the aims of education are defined in an

operational way, i.e., as those values which result from exposure to

educational organizations, then one of the major values taught in our

schools is the value of preparation. This means that non-commitment,

the amassing of general purpose resources (grades), obedience, conformity,

etc., ac-juire positive valuations quite beyond their obvious situational

worth, and the danger is that preparation and its associated behaviors

may come to serve as a central theme in later life. To the extent the

23The value of non-commitment is appreciated by Military planners,
and seems to be at least intuitively grasped by our students as they plan
their vocational careers. On the tactics of "positive non-comnitment,"
see inter alia, B. H. Liddell Hart, Sherman (N. Y.: Frederick A. Praeger,
1958).

24w-15 point 'of view is not neceriparily at variance with the popular
notion that adolescence is a time for discovering one's identity, for
"making ready" includes an exploration of one's potentialities. Cf. Erik
H. Erikson, Childhood and Society (N. Y.: W. W. Norton, 1950). it.; the

same time, though, we would hesitate to agree that our students are seeking
to establish a specific identity; indeed they seek to delay such a. commit-
ment of self as long as possible.
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prolonged adolescence is socially required, to that extent is a preparatory

adaptation functional, but there is always the possibility that the student

will learn his lesson too well, that he will prolong his own' adolescence

and will become virtually incapOle of those'involvements and independent

discriminations which are said to shape the mature personality, that he

will become "fit in an unfit sort of fitness."25

25Robert K. Merton, "Bureaucratic Structure and Personality," Social
'Lulu and Social Structure (N. Y.: The Free Press, 1957), p. 198. Merton
quotes Kenneth Burke on unfit fitness. It would be interesting to further
discuss other latent learnings in our schools, e.g., teaching the virtue
of hard work, the importance of externals, etc., but this would take us
somewhat far afield.
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CHAPTER V

Conclusions

Our findings of the previous chapter have implications for

sociologists as well as for educators, for they suggest substantial am-

biguity and even contradiction surrounding the concept of alienation.

Our research did not finally clarify the term, but there are still lessons

to be drawn t:hich may contribute to its ultimate clarification, so we

will devote this last chapter to a discussion of the conceptual status

of alienation,

We feel that the concept has veen altered by attempts to make

it more suitable for empirical studies, with the result that alienation

as it appear:; in research publications means something rather different

from alienation as it ap.:!ears in the general literature. Our own view is

tha:: alienation can Jest be understood as self-alienation, and that "varie-

ties" of alienation, or facets, or uodes, etc., merely repre3ent different

ways of phrasing what can best be phrased by reference to an interactionist

Self.
1 The familiar difficulties involved in measuring dimensions of the

1George Herbert Mead and Charles H. Cooley are among the more promi-
nent exponents of this viewpoint in the present century, but it is inter-
esting to note that John Dewey, whose pedagogy we employ here, and Karl
Marx, whose social psychology we applaud, are also of this school. Although
Hegel is perhaps the philosophical prime mover of this approach, the
Ceottish Moral Philosophers must also be counted as ancestors, and our own
view owes as much to Adam Smith as it does to the Theses on Feuerbach, and
as much to Erving Goffman as to Erich 'Yoram. We have come to employ the
interactionist perspective because of its ability to make sense of a maxi-
mum number of interpretations, however, and not because of any prior com-
mitment to this school of thought; indeed, given the difficulties of
operationalizing interactionist hypotheses, we came to our position with

great reluctance.
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Self have meant that these dimensions do not figure in most research, but

we would argue that, in spite of operational difficulties, such dimensions

may lay claim to social scientific status by virtue of their power to or-

ganize other, more easily measured, events. 2

The chapter is divided into three sections. First we will

review some of the evidence for our contention that current research

usages alter the commonly understood meaning of alienation, and we will

sketch some of the reasoning which led us to accept self alienation as the

preferred definition. We shall then present, in a second section, our

argument for selfe-alienation, noting, among other things, how this defi-

nition helps answer a number of questions raised in earlier parts of the

report, A final section discusses some implications for future research.

The Eeasurement of Alienation

Historically, alienation has generally been considered to be a

condition of the soul or the psyche; it is a personal malaise, and hence

psychological. But it is caused by extra-psychic conclit ions, often social

..../..../.........= s
2
Interactionist concepts may serve in two roles: First, as hypotheti-

cal constructs, or the components of fairly abstract propositions, they
may be employed to form hypotheses from which empirical propositions maybe deduced. In this mode, their worth is determined by the utility of the
derived empirical propositions and they themselves need not be measurable
or even "exist"; their function is entirely theoretical. Second, though,
we feel that the interactionist vocabulary more nearly reflects the general
understaraina of Plienation, while at the same time it is closer to opera.
tional terms thamtiarc, say, the phrases of Dostoyevsky or Sartre o the
like. In this mode, interactionist concepts serve to link intuitive
"understanding" and operational specif:cation. On the theoretical function
of "meaningless" concepts, one of the most lucid statements is Alfred
North Uhitehead and Bertrand Russell, vrincipia Nathematica (Carabr idge
At the University Press, 1962; first pUBIlshea in IT057-"Treface." On
the desirability of combining two independent approaches to a concept,
see Robert Bierstedt, "Nominal and Real Definitions in Sociological Theory"
in Llewellyn Gross (ed.), Symposium on Sociological Theory (Evanston, Ill,,
and White Plains, N. Y.: Row, Peterson, 1959), pp. 121-44, or any standard
textbook of logic.
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ones, and so it must be considered to be a social-psychological event.3

To say that an individual is alienated without somehow referring to his

psychological state thus strikes us as unreasonable, and to attempt to

measure alienation without reference to the individual's personal experi-

ence is a mistake.

Yet, as we have seen,4 alienation is sometimes "measured" by

purely environmental indicators, the assumption apparently being that

whenever certain conditions exist in the subject's environment they are

automatically accompanied by psychological responses which fit traditional

definitions of alienation. There is a massive social science literature,

though, which demonstrates as clearly as anything can be demonstrated in

social science that the situation as seen by the observer and as seen by

the subject may be thoroughly different. This was certainly the case with

our students, who saw sufficient power where we saw total powerlessness,

who discerned meaning where we did not, who experienced participation where

we suspected isolation, who reported integration where we observed frag-
,

mentation, and so on.

If nothing else, our research has demonstrated the problematic

nature of the relationship between environmental conditions and the indi-

vidual's experience of them/ We must therefore conclude that any defini-

tion of alienation which relies solely upon the characteristics of the

.
3
Alienation may also be considered a religious event, if alienation

is "caused" by man's fall from Grace, or a metaphysical one, if it is
taken as part of the 'Human Condition, i.e., "caused" by man's becoming
human at all. This latter view is espoused by a host of modern philoso-
phers, artists, and theologians and is perhaps the official metaphysic
of the times. Our inquiry is restricted to alienation as caused by social
events, but we by no means exclude these other, non-social science, view-
points and will, in fact, make some attempt below to make room for them
in our frame of reference.

4pra, pp. 12, 16-17.
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subject's milieu is incorrect.5

Some operational definitions of alienation take minimal account

of the subjective domain by acknowledging that the individual's perception

of the situation; not necessarily the situation itself (or the observers

perception of it), forms the content of alienation. bbst of these approaches,

though., deal only with cognitive perceptions and are thus little or no

improvement over the purely environmental approaches just discussed.6

And again our research indicates how little fidelity such cognitive defi-

nitions may bear to traditional understandings of alienation: Students

isolated in special institutions perceive their segregation from the larger

community, but they feel attached to that community by their special insti-

tutions; students incapable of perceiving any meaning in their substantive

curriculum nevertheless said that they felt there was, or must be, meaning;

students who perceived their absolute powerlessness in the school still

felt the situation to be both proper and desirable; and so on. Clearly

students who experience involvement, meaning, satisfaction, pride, and

the like in the school situation cannot be said to be alienated in any

even remotely ordinary sense of the word.

At times, though, variations in reported perceptions of the

situation are used as projective tests of inner states,? This strikes us

as a more legitimate use of measures of perception, but such measurement

does not indicate what alienation is; they are indicators, perhaps, but

the question remains: Indicators of what? If, for example, one student

5A11 of the articles reviewed above make at least passing reference
to the subjective state of the individual, but the actual questionnaire
items (or other measures) employed often do not. In the present discussion
we refer tfthe "real" (or operational) definitions implicit in these
measures rather than to the nominal definitions of the authors.

6Supra pp 16-17.9

7Supra,.p. 17.
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reports that he has power in the school, while another student in the same

situation says that he does not, then the difference between these two

reports may be taken as a valid indicator of a difference between the two

students. Our interview material indicates that the difference is one of

evaluat ion, not cognition, for all of our respondents indicated that they

were in fact virtually powerless, but many indicates' that they had enoug h

power.

Introducing the process of evaluation, though, also introduces

the problem of criteria: What are the standards against which perceived

conditions are assessed? And nore important, though less obvious, is a

further question: Just what is being assessed?

In answer to the first luestion, the majority of research

cations which deal with the problem of criteria at all (some do nct) take

a subjective and relativistic position, i.e., they hold that the subject's

own criteria determine whether or not the situation is seen as alienative:

Pearlin, for example, recognizes that certain individuals habitually dcfer

to authority, thus automatically experiencing powerles ;ness as proper;

Seeman makes the subject's expectations part of all of his delinitions;

and Clark takes the individual's view of his "rightful" position as his

benchmark.8 A few authors go on to identify the source of these personal

standards, e.g., Coser attributes them to the professional community of

her nurses, and Turner and Lawrence note the influence of sub - cultures;

but regardless of how far the analysis is pursued, there seems to be

widespread recognition of the fact that it is the subject's evaluation,

8Leonard I. Pearl in, "Alienation from vJork: A Study of Nursing Per-
sonnel," American Sociological Review 27 (June, 1962), pp. 314.26; Melvin
Seeman, "On the Meaning 6?7ITenation," American Sociological Review 24
(December, 1959), pp. 783-91; John P. Clark, "Measuring Alienation Within A
Social System," American Sociological Review 24 (December, 1959), pp. 849-
52. For a recent summary of Seeman's work, see: Melvin Seeman, "Antidote
to Alienation.Learning to Belong," Transaction 3 (Nay /June, 1966), pp. 35-39.
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not the observer's, that determines whether the subject's resi:onse to the

situation will be one of alienation or not.9 This view, of course, sluares

quite ,:611 with our oun findings.

The second problem associated with evaluation--What is being

evaluated?--is more difficult. At first glance it might seem that the

situation is bein;; evaluated, but if alienation is a personal experience

of the situation then obviously some combination of situation and egperi-

eneinz; evaluator must be postulated. Indeed, the process of evaluation

seems itself to be part of the experience of alienation: It is one thing

to evaluate, correctly, the experience of imprisonment as unpleasant, but

the evaluation of someone else's imprisonment and the evaluation of one's

oun imprisonment are two very different experiences, i.e., the former nay

be a purely rational sort of assescment while the latter inevitably carries

an affective freight. We woula thus submit that What is being evaluated

is not the situation but the individual himself in that situation.

These arguments are sup:orted by the data of our study. Our

students perceived, for instance, that they were r,latively powerless, but

the experience of being without -2ower -!as not evaluated in such a say as

to give rise to reactions even remotely resembling alienation; on the con

trary, the students felt that for themselves the situation was satisfactory

and beneficial. In fact, it was because the situation was beneZicial that

it was experienced as satisfactory. In the final analysis, then, what

seems to be being evaluated is the subject himself If the individual

views himself favorably in a situation, then he will experience the situa-

tion itself as satisfactory--regardless of how powerless, meaningless,

maloormfaamatlaNdMo

9Rose Laub Coser, "Alienation and the Social Structure," in Eliot
Freidson (ed.), The Hospital in Modern Society (RAMMIDThe Free Press,
1963), pp. 231-65; Art-hur N. Turner, and Paul it. Lawrence, Industrial Jobs
and the Worker (Boston: Division of Research, Harvard University Graduate
School of Business Administration, 1965
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isolated, or anomie the situation may seem to anyone else. Thus self.

evaluation is the process involved in alienation, and the:relevant criteria

are those standards that the individual holds for himself.

The sum of an individual's standards or aspirations _ =or himself

may be referred to as, his "Ideal Self," and it is against this Ideal Self
If

that the individual compares his Perceived Self when he evaluates himself.

The possession of power, for example, was not an aspiration of our students,

and so their Ideal and Perceived Selves matched in the school situation;

the students were, literally, Self-satisfied. Conversely, we will now ar-

gue, alienation is a form of Self-dissatisfaction.

Alienation of Self

Self-evaluation implies viewing one's Self as an "object," as

something external to that which does the viewing. In his original formu-

lations of alienation, Marx took special cognizance of this process, the

process of "objectification," "externalization," or, in the original,

Entausserung.10 Our interview respondents similarly externalized their

experiences and displayed remarkable objectivity when discussing them-

selves. One of the most independent students we interviewed, for example,

a student who repeatedly emphasized his personal philosophy of autonomy,

had this to say about his choice of a college:

I think it's, well, like planning your meals. If you want to

have a good supper, you go shopping. You can go to any super-
market and get a good pick of food, but if you go to a better one

you car get.a better selection of food. This is what I'm doing.

I'm goinf to pick and choose my education; you know, determine

my own courses, evaluate my teachers and all; and if I have

a better selection I'll get a better choice. (Isn't this still

asking your environment to shape you?) I guess in a sense I am,

but in a sense I've got to accept the environment too. I mean,

10The remarks about Marx's views and terms depend largely on John
O'Neill, "The Concept of Estrangement in the Early and Later Writings of

Karl Marx," Philosophy and Phenomenological Research 25 (September, 1964),

pp. 64-84.
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I can't go into a library and pick the books and chapters I
want to read, so you see I've got to compromise somewhere. I

never thought of it exactly.

Thus about all autonomy amounts to is the freedom to select the situation

in which one will be. taught, but, as we have seen, submitting to the

ministrations of others. --at least if one has faith in the others--need

not be accompanied by feelings of alienation, and this regardless of how

passive or object-like the individual may recognize himself to be.

As long as the "product" of the situation is perceived as satis-

factory, the situation itself is perceived as satisfactory!, and viewing

one's Self as a 7roduct or object need not be experienced as at all abnormal.

Nor did Marx view the process of objectification as abnormal. What he did

view as abnormal, or undesirable, was the creation of an undesirable Self,

and for this process he used the separate term Entfremdung--estrant,ement,

"foreignization," or al ienat ion.

The individual as subject, actor, perceiver, evaluator, etc.,

is often referred to as the "I", while the individual as object, that which

is acted u?on, perceived, or evaluated, is called the "lie." Kurt Riezler

makes explicit the various ways in which an Individual may react to his

own perception of his performances (i.e.; his "Ile")

Man is his own object in many ways. The Me can mean many things
the Me of yesterday, the Me in this particular action or situa-
tion, or the Me in all actions or situations. I am angry with

myself about ny attitude yesterday in court. I might have been
able, ,.ready, or willing to behave differently. Now it is too

late. I cannot take back that Me. This Me was I, not someone
else. Yet this Me was not I. I can shove this Me aside- that
was not really Is myself, I am really quite different; at any
rate I could be.Il

Marx's Entfremdu seems to be no more than this "shoving aside" of a Me,

a thoroughly understandable process of disowning, disclaiming, or making

11Kurt Riezier, Man' Utable and Immutable (Chicago Henry Regnery,
1950), D. 80.
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foreign and alien that part of one's Self that one does not feel proud of.

To disown or make aliem a part of one's Self, i.e., a Ile, involves

more than cognition and evaluation;. inevitably, it would seem, some feeling

must accompany the process.12 It would be very difficult, and perhaps futile,

to attempt to describe the feeling of alienation--as it is difficult and

often futile to try to" describe any feeling--but, be that as it may, the

feeling of being alienated from a part of ones Self, which is to say the

feeling accompanying the perception that one has not measured up to one's

own standards, might be taken to be the "essence" of alienation2 its ultimate

meaning to which cognition and evaluation only point. In any event, it is

this affective comromnt which distinguishes between Self-dissatisfaction

and the mere recognition that someone (including oneself) is, or should be,

dissatisfied with himself; alienation 22 affect is the personal experience

of self-dissatisfaction.

Turning now to the process of becoming sufficiently dissatisfied

with a /le to be willing to disown it, it would appear that an individual=s

dissatisfaction might have two sources: First, he may view a performance

(a Ne) as inadequate, or, second, he may have trouble evaluating his per-

formance at all.

Defective performances must be minimized if they threaten a

generally favorable assessment of Self, and, among a variety of tactics

for minimization, alienation 22 disowning ("I wasn't. myself." "I didn't

knot what I was doing," etc.) is usual. Common to many, if not all of

these arguments is a disclaiming of responsibility for the poor performance,

and this claim that one cannot be held responsible for one's inadequate

Al 1111.1.11

12Erving Goffman has presented some valuable discussions of the manage-
ment and "ownership" of self, e.g. and most pertinent here, St_ igma Notes

on the Nanacement of Spoiled Identity (Englewood Cliffs, N. J. Prentice-

Hall, Spectrum Books, 1963).
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behavior seems to be what is meant by alienation 110 powerlessness.

The particular forms that denial of responsibility takes are

numerous, the least likely being an admission that one is simply incompe-

tent. More popular are various "conspiracy" theories and the exaggeration

of personal liabilities for which one cannot be held accountaole. In these

instances external causes can be.indicted for one's inadequacies, and

hostility or other negative feelings directed against these agencies may

replace self loathing 'or whatever emotion accompanies the recognition of

an inferior Mb. When we speak of a person as being alienated "from" some.

thing other than himself, it is probably these feelings of hostility that

are impliedp feelings directed toward the polity, the economic system, one's

racial identity, or whatever.

Defective criteria for evaluatin,; performances pose more compli-
,

cated issues. Two possibilities suggest themselves: First, an individual

may know what he wants (have A clear Ideal Self) but may not know how to

a3sess his actions in relation to his goals, i.e., his experience may be

one of "anomia," normlessness.13 On the other hand, the individual may

possess plite explicit norms for evaluating his performances, put the norms

themselves may not relate to any value the individual supports. In this

13Anomia" is the psychological state associated with the social con-
dition of anomie. For a good overview of this topic, see: Marshall

Clinard, (ed.)9 Anomie and-WV/ant Behavior '(N. Y. The Free Press, 4964),

The phrase "defective criteria" used here glosses over some of the knot

tiest problems in sociological conceptualization, but we would like to

mention one evaluative situation which has special relevance for a dis-

cussion of alienation, i.e., the condition in which goals are clearly

perceived but incapable of attainment because of normative (or other) con-

straints. In Durkheim's original formulation, this condition of "fatalism"

is the opposite of anomie, though it seems to be the situation most closely

resembling Marx's view of alienation, i.e., the self "despoiled" by social

structure. The fact that anomie can be considered a "variety" of aliena-

tion suggests just how confused this issue can get. Durkheim himself, of

course, had too great a stake in "organic solidarity" to talk very Luch
about the dysfunctions of bureaucracy. See Emile Durkheim, Suicide

(Glencoe, The Vree Press, 1951), pp, 275-76.
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instance we can speak of 'meaninglessness.

The feelings accompanying defective evaluative criteria may in-

clude elements of hostility if some externa/ agent can be identified, but

there is doubtless a large component or sheer confusion, disorientation,

or feelings of being "lost. ,14 Since these are among the most intolerable

of human feelings, it is not surprising that strenuous efforts will be

made to avoid norm- or value- anbiguitys this is also why, we suspect, high

school students seem to need a "faith" that there are ends served by their

activities, lest those activities (and their school Nels) be meaningless,

and why marks and other unambiguous (though often tiivial) norms are so

avidly seized upon.

Our discussion could be extended almst indefinitely at this

point, for there is much to add about anomie? "the value problem," and

related toidcs, but in the interest of brevity suffice it to say that if

alienation is defined as self-alienation, in the sense discussed above, we

feel all other useful views on the topic can be incorporated within the

framework we have sketched. It remains now ouly to indicate what non-

alienation, i.e., involvement, is

If an individual is satisfied with LimselL he will possess cri-

teria for assessing himself as satisfactory and he will perceive his per-

formances as measuring up to his standards. Self-satisfaction thus involves

both perceiving and approving a tic; one lays claim to one's performance?

tedls proprietary about the Me, and, what is more, views the situation in

which such a satisfactory state of affairs occur'; aJ a good situation.

This, we submit, is what involvement means, and to be involved in a situa---
NIP 11011M........

14Negro literature frequently combines both elements, as the titles
of such works as "The Invisible Man" or "Nobody Knows PR, Name" imply' the
lack of criteria for being visible cr known even tc oneself can be blamed
cn external agencies°
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tion is to relate that situation to the generation of a satisfactory Me.

When our students exhibited pride in their schools, they were in effect

saying that they were proud of the Me's generated by the school situa.

tion. Indeed, since a Me is the joint product of the individual and his

situation, laying claim to or embracing a Me necessarily implies proprie-

tary attachment to the situation also--getting wrapped up in it (involverez

-to "in-roll"). Conversely, the familiar tendency for people to exaggerate

the importance or worth of their situation is probably no more than a

version of the basic human tendency to maximize self-worth and importance.

With our general position on alienation and involvement thus

outlined, we are now in a position to answer several questions raised in

an earlier chapter of this report: 15

(1) Is alienation a syndrome? No, it is a single psychological

process or experience of disclaiming a portion of one's Self, i.e., a

situational "Me" is made alien because it is not acceptable. Alienation

may at times appear to be a syndrome because it may be conceptualized in

various ways, or various situations may give rise to it, or it nay be

evidenced in different behaviors. Thus when several usa3es of the term

are discovered in the literature, we : would argue that these merely repre-

sent several attempts to say the same thing, rather than several distinct

things which always appear together; or when a typology of alienation is

constructed on the basis of apparent causes, we would argue that different

causes can still lead to the same result; and when particular behaviors

or sentiments are used to differentiate types of alienation, we can only

argue that, as an independent variable, alienation can also lead to vari-

ous consequences and be accompanied by various symptoms.

RINILIJ

15Supra, pp. 25.26.
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(2) Is alienation holistic? It depends on which "whole" is taken

as the point of reference. Our students discriminated between involvement

in single classes (and even in segments of classes, e.g., discussion versus

lecture phases), but their general attitude toward the school situation was

More the result of a summarization; i.e., empirically speaking it seems

that the school-Eh looms much larger in students' over-all self-assessments

than their Math-Ws or English-discussion-Ws, etc. We have no direct

information about how important this School-1h is compared to other molar

Ws, but other studies indicate that when organizational members are dis-

satisfied with the entire situation they tend to minimize their organiza-

tional Ws in order to achieve a maximum total self-evaluation.16 One

-would suspect that self-satisfied students, such as ours, would inflate

the importance of the School-Eh (and the school), and we have some indirect

evidence suggesting that that is what happens.17 In any event, it is

doubtful if a,totally negative evaluation of Self can be tolerated, i.e.,

total alienation as total self-- disowning is probably impossiole.

(3) What are the behavioral indicators of alienation? The best

measures of alienation would be measures of self-evaluation, but these are

notoriously unscientific. On the other hand, those events which are easi-

est to measure--characteristics of the situation, reports of cognitions,

etc.--are suspect on grounds of validity. We would suggest that measures

of feelings about the situatione.g., loyalty to or pride in one's organi-

zation--are a good compromise, as are variations in subjects' assessments

of the situation (e.g., whether the individual feels he has "enough" power,

etc.). More important, though, we feel that our study has demonstrated

4.0.001
16
E.g., Coser, 2, cit.

17Supra, p. 65.
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the danger of taking any measure of alienation as valid, for those that

have heretoZore been used seen all premature.

(4) Can one be alienated without knowing it? This depends on

which criteria are used in assessing the Self. As a research expedient,

we are inclined to agree with nost students of this proAem and contend

that alienation is a function of personal criteria (or their lack), and so

if the indivi3ual doesn't experience himself as partly alien then he is

not alienated, however, this sort of subjectivism does not preclude the

possibility that the individual nay be employing inferior or trivial cri-

teria and that, measured by worthier standards, he should feel alienated.

Thus the Lumpenproletariat are defective both in performance ant! in stand-

ards; they arc ignorant of the very norms which lea,1 to true pride in

self and are thus alienated from their own possible Selves. Of course

this line of argument removes the concept of alienation somewhat from the

realm of a value-free social science, for one philosopher's Lltimate

criteria for humanity are not the next's: but it cannot be denied that

this employment of the term has merit, and, as we shall argue immediately

below, it may also be useful in esipirical research when the values under

consideration arc taken a; data rather than desiderata.

(>) Is alienation bad? The psycholc;,Ical experience of aliena-

tion is undoubtedly unpleasant, but, to continue the same line of argument

just opened, perhaps self-satistaction with an inferior Jelf is worse.

If self-satisfaction is a function of internalized standards, then the

more trivial the sten:lards the easier is 3:11Z-satisfaction achieved. Con-

versely, the ex;)erLence of alienation may be the :::aria os. the possession

of lofty goals. As such it is the normal response of the healthy person

in situations which could oe demeanin3; alienation, as it were, insulates

him from the de-humanizing situation and thus serves as a protective

reaction, The factor! ilorker who lowers his standards of Self to match
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the assembly-line-Ee, on the other hand, virtually equates himself with

the machine --a state of af2airs far removed from the Western notion of

man as autonomous, activistic, etc. Similarly the student who equates

himself with the task-performances elicited by the school may be in worse

shape than the student who sets higher educational goals for himself.

Research Implications

It is clear that our current empirical measures of alienation

and involvement are quite inadequate, but it is equally clear that this

dimension is too iu: ortant to be nel,lectd, The present rer:ort has suggested

one direction in which future methodological and conceptual lork might

profitably be channeled, but we would be the last to claim that thi) is

the only channel; it just seems promising. We do claim, however, that

overly positivistic techniques of measurement not yet in order: Deforc

we can develop quantitative measures of -.:ienation and involvement we must

do much more conceptual and exploratory work, and then gradually, through

the usual dialectic of science, intuitively grasped concept and operational

masnr.1 nay eventually match. As it is, we .;eem to have leaped from a

vague description of alienation (which may neverthele3s reflact, vaguely,

a very important dimension of human experience) to highly specific opera-

tional uca;ures which, Llespite their precision, do not necessarily meaAire

what we originally had in mind.

Yet the traditional view of alienation may well be one of the

most important socid- psychological parameters of both organizational and

educational theory; this, at any rate, is the possibility that originally

led us to undertake this study, and our findint,s have served to increase

our interest, Of Darticular inpoitance for future educational research

is our inability to assess the task-orientation that Sec:MS to pervade the

better liodern hi;_;h school, One interpretation ui<,ht be that all is well
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here, since the students make high marks on their tests, gain admission

to top universities, and, doubtless, go on to become leaders of the commu-

nity. But another interpretation would have it that East and Jest Highs are

engaged in a massive processing, operation, with relatively passive students

dutifully performing tasks but quite failin, to have the educational experi-

ences that modern pedagogy seeks. If this is the case--it may not be, but

we cannot afford to assume that it isn't--then even our best schools are

falling so far short of the mark that only a "qualitative revolution" could

remedy the situation."

Whether or not our findings are susceptible to such horrendous

interpretations, though, we would still submit that success in school is

in large part a function of successful organizational adaptation, that com-

petence in organizational behaviors as well as in educational ones is an

ingredient--and an important it,redient--of "gettin,, ahead" through educa-

tion. Conversely, it may well be that many students who fail in school do

so more because they are organizationally incompetent than because they are

academically unmotivated or inept.19

For organizational theory, the "institutional paternalism" of

the school poses some interesting problems. Faith in organizational leader-

18The reference is to Francis Keppel, The Necessary Revolution in
American Education (N. Y.: Harper and Row,-19667.-------

19It so happens that the family and subculture of the American piddle
class better eluip youngsters for organizational survival than do the experi-
ences of lower class children. One implied corrective, therefore, for social
class differences in educational success would be some sort of "remedial"
training designed to help poor children become better organizational func-
tionaries. See: Buford Rhea, "The Bureaucracy of the School and Disad-
vantaged Children," talk to oe given to the Workshop on Disadvantaged Youth,
Haverhill Public and Vocational Schools and the New Eni;land Regional Office,
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, June, 1966; and Buford Rhea, "Class
Differences in Organizational Aptitude," to be presented to the Teacher
Community Service Program, Human Rights Commission of the Archdiocese of
Boston and the Catholic Interracial Council, July, 1966, and slated for
later publication.
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ship, for example, may well be more important than--or at least the func-

tional equivalent of.-- rational involvement for the organizational member9

and thus ignorance, in many instances, is an improvement over clarity. In

the same vein, any organizational characteristic which is thought to be

relevant to worker involvement should be re-assessed in the light of its

impact on self-evaluation: granting functionaries a voice in organizational

policy, for example, need not have beneficial results, nor, for that matter,

need the possession of power by top management be the determining element

in the familiar tendency for such persons to be more involved in their work.

More important than these considerations, thoubh, is the larger

issue raised in the preceding section: Should we want organizational

functionaries to be involved in their work? Perhaps not, for if they

become involved in trivial work we may be guilty of producing trivial,

albeit satisfied, people; and if this is the product of either school or

factory, then alienation is vastly to be preferred.

These, then, are some of the problems raised by this study, and

we believe that they are important problems reluiring further investigation.

It has become almost ritualistic to end rese:trch papers with the phrase,

"More work needs to be done," but in the present instance we cannot avoid

it.
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APPENDIX I

BOSTON COLLEGE STUDENT OPINION SURVEY
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE REVISED FORM

1. How do you like (West) High? What are the best things
about it? The worst? If you were in charge, what would
you change?

What do you plan to do when you graduate? (How sure are
you? Is this what you would like to do?)

3. Are the courses you take here helpful; do they advance
you toward your goals? Are there any additional courses
you would like to take? Any you would rather not?

4. What is a good class like? Describe an ideal one. A poor
one. What do you actually do when you are involved in a
course? (Outside reading, etc.?)

5. What does it take to succeed here? How can a student get
in trouble? How do you go about scheduling your time,
balancing course requirements, etc.? Do you work for the
grade or for knowledge?

6. Do your courses bring out the best in you? Are they chal-
lenging, boring, or interesting? Is there enough variety?
Are the courses sufficiently related to each other? When
do you get a feeling of accomplishment?

7. How much freedom should a student have? How does this
school compare? (Be specific about time schedules, home-
work, required readings, discussion in class, student
government.)

8. Is the school too big, too small, or about right? Do you
get enough personal attention?

9. Do you feel that you know what is expected of you at all
times?

10. Would you like to add anything about your feelings toward
school and school work?
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APPENDIX II

This questionnaire is part of a study being conducted at Boston College
7hich seeks to deteruine hot: stuOnnts feel ai)out certain aspects o, the

expe7iencq. There arc no "right" or "uron8" answers to the
lu,:stions i)elow; all tha:. is sou,ht is your honest o:inion.

Your luestionnaire will be treated con.riflentially, that is your answers
to t_e;c,. luestions will -oe seen only by the 'professional research staff
at Boston so keel free to be as frank as you wish. Any results
which will be male pu;,1L: will b in ta.)ular form, for exauple, "70`10
of the students think taus- and. -so;" you as an individual will never be
identified. You are askej to your name to the luestionnaire only
so that the research team can obtain further information from the file
(your grade average, etc.).

It is hoped that this study will leld to improving schools throughout
country, so the information you provide us with will be both useful

and of far-reaching inportance..

Thank you for your cooperation.

Dr. Buford Rhea
Project Director
Boston college Student Survey
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BOSTON COLLE,S STMENT SURVEY

Personal Information

1. Age

2. Sex

Name:

f:

25
309
374
330
66

8

f:

14 or less
15
16
17

13 or more
N.A.

522 - Male
581 - Female
9 - N.A.

3. Year in School

f:

364 - Sophomores
359 . Juniors
;c9 - Seniors

4. Have_ you cr,er attended another High School?

f:

153 - Yes
945 - 'Jo

9 - N.A.

5. Do you plan to go to college when you graduate? (Do not consider
military service or other interiu jobs.)

f:

1022 - Yes
79 - No
11 - N.A.



How sure are you?

f:

591 . Certain
237 - Very sure
229 - Fairly sure
44 - Not very sure
11 - N.A.

6. What do you plan to be when you complete all of your education?,

(Not coded)
if

How sure are you? ....-.'

..-----------`

f:

186 - Certain
277 - Very sure
348 - Fairly sure
206 - Not very sure
95 - N.A.

...
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Agreement . Disagreement

The follo:n, statements express (minions about school work at this
scitool with which you may a,ree or disagree. Indicate how Nuch you
a..;ree or disa,rec by circlin one of the numbers on t :ie

oj! the scale - "3" if you agree or disagree stronz.;1:, "2" if you
nre in substantial agrecnent or disa:.;reet!ont with the stntement, and
"1" if you only slightl- agree or disk:rec. The "0" re:r:sent:; no
opinion or no particylar feelini, either way.

1. The main reason ,:or going to high school is to ,nt the dii.lo:la;
it is your passport to a ,ced job or to coll(2ge.

f: 245 266 152 17 90 172 163 N: 1105
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 n Disagree

/0: (22.2)(24.1)(13.8) (1.5) (8.1)(15.6)(14.8) N.A.: 7

2. I br!lieve the authorities here know vetter than I do ,:ha ;: line of
study I should follow; otherwise they wouldntt be authorities.

f: 93 210 185 49 137 182 249 N: 1110
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

%: (C.8)(18.9)(16.7) (4.4)(12.3)(16.4)(22.4) LA,: 2

3. There is too much emphasis here on grades an('. "success" rather than
on true learning.

f: 430 304 140 41 55 35 52 N: 1107
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

73: (33.8)(27.5)(12.6) (3.7) (5.0) (7.7) (4.7) N.A.: 3

4. A person can always find friends at this school he wants to.

f: 553 262 107 28 59 46 50 N: 1105
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Dignr;ree

%; (50.0)(25.7) (9 7) (2.5) (5.3) (4.2) (4.3) N.A.: 7

5. What we do in school seens unreal; it has little to do with the i-m-
-2ortant problcus of livinL;.

f: 65 117 152 67 104 507 294 N: 1106

Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree
:.i.
,o (5.))(10.6)(13.7) (6.1) (9.4)(27.8)(26.6) N.A.: 6

6. There are too many unnecessary rules an3 reulations here.

f: 132 138 157 88 140 257 190 N: 1102

Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

'it): (12.0)(12.5)(14.2) (C.0)(12.7)(23.5)(17.2) N.A.: 10
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7. I thi:lk it is a ,00d idea if students, a3 a of respect, stand up
when the teacher enters the classroom.

f: 30 32 48 120 77 137 609 N: 1103
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

;o: (2,7) (2.9) (4.3)(10.9) (7.0)(17.0)(55.2) N.A.: 9

8. Personality, pull, and bluff get students through many courses.

f:

Agree
70:

156 190 236 67 35 179 106 N: 1107
3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

(14.1)(17.9)(21.3) (6.1) (7.7)(16.2)(16.8) N.A.: 5

9. Although I usually know ,./hat to tio in school, I frequently don't
know why I'm supposed to do it.

f: 85 173 1r41 111 124 254 173 N: 1106
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

%: (7.7)(15.6)(1604)(10.0)(11.2)(23.0)(16.1) N.A.: 6

10, I am proud to be a student here.

f: 605 231 73 111 22 24 33 N: 1099
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

L: (55.1)(21.0) (6.6)(10.1) (2.0) (2.2) (3.0) N.A.: 13

11. There is little or nothing the student can do to change things;
student twvernment is rather meaningless here.

f: 111 118 93 64 117 297 301 N: 1101
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

;O: (10.1)(10.7) (3,4) (5.3)(1006)(27.0)(27.3) N.A.: 11

12. Too riuch of the orit here is meanin loss; touch of it is "make-
work" with no ;articular point.

E: 50 103 119 67 151 374 242 N: 1106
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

(4.5) (9.5)(1.0.3) (6,1)(13.7)(33.8)(21.9) N.A.: 6

13, One of thr; Droblems here is finding eno101 tine to do a ood
job, There is more emphasis on quantity than quality,

f: 121 151 139 85 124 255 219 N: 1094
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

70: (11.1)(13.8)(12;7) (7.8)(11.3)(23.3)(20.0) N.A.: 18

14. Most of the staff here are not interested in students' personal
problems.

f: 110 125 125 95 123 277 241 N: 1101
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

,0: (10.0)(11,4)(11.4) (U.6)(11.6)(25.2)(21.9) N.A.: 11
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15, This school is very democratic; your standing is determined by
what you do, not by what your family is.

f: 443 288 )5 70 55 70 79 N: 1100
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

70: (40.3)(26,2) (8.6) (6.4) (5.0) (6.4) (7.2) N.A,; 12

16. The sequences of courses is well organized here; what is learned
at one time is followed up in later courses.

f: 366 397 138 75 59 52 16 N: 1103
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disaree

70: (33.2)(36.0)(12.5) (6.3) (5.3) (4.7) (1.5) N.A.: 9

17. The content of courses is well organized he-..-a; material in one
course is related to material in others, but there is no un-
necessary repitition.

f: 141 329 183 124 138 132 57 N: 1109
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

70: (12.7)(29.7)(17.0)(11.2)(12.) (11.9) (5.2) N.A.: 3

18. Students are treated too much like children at this school.

f: 66 113 123 65 131 336 268 N: 1102
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

cf
: (6.0)(10.3)(11.2) (5.9)(11.9)(30.5)(24.3) 11.A.: 10

19. What we do in hi_h school is essentially preparation for what
will come 1-:ter; the liay-off will be in college or on the job.

f: 536 342 106 31 29 31 33 N: 1108
Az;ree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

70: (42.4)(30.9) (9.6) (2.3) (2.6) (2.8) (3.0) N.A.: 4

20. There are high standards of justice here: Grades are fair,
punishrents juf;ti5ie'l, the student's side of oach case is
listened to, etc.

f: 194 313 169 96 114 t28 87 N: 1101
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

:0: (17.6)(28.4)(15.3) (3.7)(10.4)(11.6) (7.9) LA.: 11

21. I feel that the teachers and administrators here are ilorkinz;
for ny best interests.

f: 303 384 185 38 64 44 35 N: 1101
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disa,ree

70: (27.5)(34.9)(16.0) (3.0) (5.3) (4.0) (3.0) N.A.: 11
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22. ,:enerally speaking, classroom discussion is an illusion; it is
controlled by the teacher and nust conclude with the answer he
alrealy hai in mind.

f: 136 164 140 47 99 226 288 N: 1100
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

70: (12,4)(14.9)(12.7) (4.3) (9.0)(20,5)(26.2) N.A.: 12

23. I;37 desire to learn is not satisfied by ne work I do here; 1
often feel held back ity a course rather than stimulate.! to
greater efforts by it.

f: 105 140 164 168 129 232 163 N: 1106
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

%: (9.5)(12.6)(14.3)(15.2)(11.7)(21.0)(15.2) N.A,: 6

24. A small ,iroup of students run the activities !;ere and you can't
do anything unless you're in wit!' the: ::.

f: 1.8. .! 133 141 84 106 225 217 H: 1099
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

(17.1)(12.6)(12.0) (7.6) (9.6)(20.5)(19.7) N.A.: 13

25. One t!'in ron,3 :.;it!1 this school is that a lot of students
don't behave themselvs w:all enough.

f: 135 172 199 152 136 208 123 N: 1105
Agree n

_,
7 c. 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

70: (12.2)(15.6)(13.0)(11.9)(12.5)(18.8)(11.1) 14A.: 7

26. One thin, wrong with tis school is the nurb-ar of. donfomists
among the students.

f: 163 143 145 223 114 178 136 N: 1102
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 5 Disagree

.0: (14.3)(1 .0)(1-.2)(20.2);1 .5)(16.2)(12.3) N.A.: 10

27. Tilis school is Lou ;:ormal and imrersonal.

i: Al 6b 97 94 197 338 274..: 11: i105
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

: (3.7) (5.8) (0.) (.5)(17.8)(30.6)(24.3) A.A.: 7

28. Emphasis here is Loe lauell on surf-lee performance rather than real
c(lucP.tion; itl': not i: :ort-lnt tl!iat you really kno, just look
alert ..rd jive tiv-: ciLj.t answers.

f: 136 196 196 80 110 222 162 N: 1102
Agree 3 2 A 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

'70: (12.3)(17.3)(17.8) (7.3)(10.0)(20.1)(14.7) F,A.: 10
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29, There isn't enough variety in hii-Lh school ,study; you just read
the book, study the notes, do the assignment.:, and take the tests,
over and over again,

2: 258 282 200 46 107 127
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2

85 N: 1105
3 Disagree

73: (23.3)(25.5)(18.1) (4.2) (9.7)(11.5) (7.7) N.A.: 7

30, The bib -questions are not handled in school; high school deals
mainly with non-controversial and trivial thinks.

f: 55 100i 123 136 168 322 199 N: 1103
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

70: (5.0) (9.1)(11.2)(12.3)(15.2)(29.2)(18.0) N.A.: 9

31. Students should be sufficiently supervised so that their mistakes
have no serious conseluences.

f: 169 254 178 156 111 140 93 N: 1101
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

::;: (15.3)(23.1)(16.2)(14.2)(10.1)(12.7) (8.4) N.A.: 11

32. Compared to other schools, this school provides a first-rate
education.

f: 623 276 76 85 17 13 10 N: 1100
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

70: (56.6)(25,1) (6.9) (7,7) (1.5) (1.2) (0.9) N.A.: 12

33. 1 have a very clear idea of exactly what I want to be tenty
years from now.

f: 203 143 89 83 79 140 36G N: 1103
Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

70: (18.4)(13.0) (8.1) (7,5) (7.2)(12,7)(33.2) N.A.: 9

34. Students :!ay. too little responsibility for their own e,lucation
acre.

f: 69 115 149 123 142 301 203 N: 1102
Aree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree

: (6.3)(10.4)(15.5)(11.2)(12.9)(27.3)(18.4) N.A.: 10

35, I usually feel challenged in my school work; my potential ideas
and skills are wall used.

f: 103 264 245 113 146 144 88 N: 1103
Agree 3 2 l 0 1 2 3 Disagree

%: (9,3)(23.9)(22.2)(10.2)(13.2)(13.1) (8.0) N.A.: 9



Nuiti_...E.ece... (Check one)

1. Hoy often do you violate regulations? (Cut class, make up a phony
excuse, smoke, etc.)

f: 110

49 Often 4.5

151 Sometimes 13.7

335 Rarely 30.5
565 Never, or almost never 51.4

12 N.A.
(N: 1100)

9. Which of these statements cones closest to describing how you-

feel about your school work?

f: %:

59 My work is interesting nearly 5.3
all the time.

718 While my work is inteestin 64.9

most of the time, there are
some dull stretches now :nd
then.

298 My work is interesting some 26.9
of he time, but most of it
is pretty dull and monotonous.

31 Ny work is almost entirely dull 2.8

and monotonous; there is little
interesting about it.

6 N.A...

(N: 1106)

5, Students sometimes remark that although their a3si,ned work is in
itself interestin,.; or important to them, they do not find it
satisfactory at the 7=1rticular time that it is retuired, thot01
at some other time they would be glad to do it and would benefit
a great deal from it. Do you ever run into this problem of
t imin <?

f:

129
597
293
77
74-

Often 11.7

Sometimes 54.4
Rarely 26.9

Nevcrs or almost never 7.0
N.A.

(N: 1098)
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4. Do you ever feel like disagreeing with what your teachers want
you to do or how they want you to do it

f: 10Of :

284 Often 25.6
686 Sometimes 61.9
119 Rarely 10.7
20 Never, or almost never 1.8

3 N.A.

(N: 1109),

5. low often do you tell your teachers or members of the administra-
tion your own ideas about how things might be done?

f: %:

69 Often 6.2
281 Sometimes 25.3
455 Rarely 41.0
304 Never, or almost never 27.4
3 N.A.

(N: 1109)
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Forced-Choice Questions

The answers you would normally give to the questions below would
probably be "both" or "neither." Nevertheless, try to make a choice
if possible. If you simply cannot, leave the -question blank.

1. If you knew that you were flunking a course, but could pass if
you cheated, and if there was little or no danger of being caught,
what would you do?

f: L all: 7o answering:

357 Cheat 32.1 m.1
580 Flunk 52.2 61.9
175 N.A. 15.7

(N: 937)

2. If you knew that a teacher had misunderstood or misinterpreted
a point, but you could not convince him that he was wrong, would
you :,ive the ri,ht answer on his examination and take the con-
sequences, or would you give the wrong answer that he wanted?

f: % all: % answering:

553 Give the 49.7 51.5
right answer.

520 Give the 46.8 48.5
answer he
wanted

39 N.A. 3.5
(N: 1073)

3. Which would you rather get out of school (including college), a
poor education and a food job or a good education and a poor job?

f: % all= % answering:

536 Good c.lucation 48.2

452 Good job 40.6

124 N.A. 11.2

54.3
457

(N: 988)

4. In studying, do you try to ,3et top grades in your important sub-

jects, even if it means poorer grades in others, or do you try to

get a good over-all average, even if it means getting less on
important subjects?

E: % all: % answering:

318 Top grades in 28.6

important sub-
jects

730 High over-all 65.6

average

30.3

69.7
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4. 64 N.A. 5.8

continued (N: 1048)

5. Which of the following do you think is more important for success
in this school?

f: % all: % answering:

A. 375 Conformity 33.7 36.5
652 or originality 58,6 63.5
85 N.A. 7,6

(N: 1027)

B. 898 Knowing the
subject

80.3 84.2

169 or knowing
the teacher

15.2 15.8

45 N.A. 4.0
(N: 1067)

C. 903 Hard work 81,2 85,3

155 or natural
brilliance

13.9 14.7

54 N.A. 4.9
(N: 1053)

D. 323 Good personal-
ity

29.0 31,8

694 or hard work 62.4 68.2

95 N.A. 8.5
(N: 1017)

E. 833 Ability to
express your-
self

74.9 79.9

210 or knowledge 18.9 20.1

69 N.A. 6.2
(N: 1043)

F. 351 Character 31,6 35,8

638 or performance 61.9 66,2

73 N.A. 6.6
(N: 1039)

,......, ,-.., .,.....,, y,....,....,,, ,,....,....... ..,..,........-..,,,,,,,,,,.......,,,-,,,,,..,--...,".........,',"....-..,.....,,,,m--,....,mar-.....,--+ ..,,... on--++,,..,,,A. - :,,,,,.........--,...,,,,-.... e , n,



Assessments

In this section you are asked to
school experience by attaching a
grade systed: A . Excellent B
E - Failure.

evaluate various aspects of your
grade to them. Use the following
Good C - Average D - Poor and

1. how accurate a picture do you think your school record, on file
with the administration, give of you in the following respects?

fr,

Knowledge acquired (both in class and on your own)

A. 63 5.9
B, 419 39.3
C. 427 40.1
D. 132 12.4
E. 24 2.3

N.A. 47

N: 1065
Avg.: 3.34

Potentialities as a student (esp. for admission to college)

A. 118 11.2
B. 440 41.6
C. 346 32.7
D. 128 12.1
E. 25 4tt 2.4
N.A. 55

N: 1057

Avg.: 3.47

For purposes of employment

A. 90 8.6
B. 526 50.0
C. 327 31.1
D. 89 8.5
E. 20 1.9
N.A. 60

N: 1052
Avg.: 3.55

As a person

A. 73 6.9

B. 386 36.6

C. 332 31.5
D. 161 15.3

E. 101 9.6

N.A. 59
N: 1053

Avg.: 3,16
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2 How importaat do you think the grades you make are to:

Your pareks

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

N.A.

f:

548
396
88

25

10
45

51.4
37.1
8.2
2.3

0.9

N: 1067

Avg.: 4.36

Your friends

A. 44 4.2
B. 243 23.0
C. 506 47.9
D. 169 16.0
E. 95 9.0
N.A. 55

N: 1057
Avg.: 2.97

Potential employers

A. 412 39.3
B. 478 45.6
C. 138 13.2

D. 16 1.5
E. 5 0.5
N.A. 63

N: 1049
Avg.: 4.22

You personally

A. 402 38.1
B. 403 38.1
C. 168 16.0
D. 32 3.0
E. 50 4.7
N.A. 57

N: 1055

Avg.: 4.02

of InwInrT.TT TT.T.TTAT,T6T. VT. T
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3. How satisfactory has your experience been here with the following?

f: %:

Quality of teachers

A. 265 25.0
B. 538 50.8
C. 212 20.0
D. 30 2.8
E. 14 1.3
N.A. 53

N: 1059
Avg.: 3.95

Classmates (in school)

A. 299 28.1
B. 545 51,3
C. 158 14.9
Do 41 3.9
E. 20 1.9
N.A. 49

N: 1063
Avg.: 4.00

Extra-curricular activities

A. 225 21.2
B. 330 35.8
C. 284 26.8
D. 114 10.8
E. 57 5.4
N.A. 52

N: 1060
Avg.: 3.57

Administration

A. 146 13.8
B. 449 42.5
C. 335 31.7
D. 80 7.6
E. 47 4.4
N.A. 55

N: 1057
Avg.: 3.54

AVFWITI,'WOr " or,r^rvr"^-,---trxrn.

r.
T^R, yvvr anwarx w T..,K»...ur7wx;.
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Subjects studied

A, 158 14.9
B. 567 53.4
C. 280 26.4
D. 43 4.1
E. 13 1,2
N.A. 51

N: 1061
Avg.: 3.77

4. How reasonable do you think the following are at this school? In
each instance complete satisfaction is probably impossible, but,
all things considered, is this school doing as well as can be
reasonably expected? For example, food here might rate pretty low
compared tohome cooking, but how does it compare with other organi-
zations feeding large quantities of people at this price? And so
on for the rest.

1:

Dining service

A. 210
B. 542
C. 249
D. 57
E. 14
N.A. 40

70:

19.6
50.6
23,2
5.3

1.3

N: 1072
Avg.: 3.82

Attendance requirements

A. 183 17.3
B, 551 52.0
C. 258 24,3
D. 44 4.2
E. 24 2.3
N.A. 52

N: 1060
Avg.: 3.78

Curricular regulations (number of required courses versus electives)

A. 295 27.8
B. 544 51.2
C. 188 17,7
D. 24 2.3
E. 12 1.1
N.A. 49

N: 1063
Avg.: 4.02

vt.07+1.77C1r+"."1.

L
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Matching of courses and your personal interests

A. 181 16.9
B. 447 42.0
C. 330 31.0
D. 78 7.3
E. 29 2.7
N.A. 47

N: 1065

Avg.: 3.63

Behavioral rules (concerning dress, smoking, etc.)

A. 142 13.4
B. 421 39.6
C. 292 27.5
D. 128 12.1
E. 79 7.4
N.A. 50

N: 1062
Avg.: 3.39
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APPENDIX III

Percentage distributions of responses of West High students not going
to college (N: 79).
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BOSTON COLLEGE STUDENT SURVEY

Personal Information

1. Age

2. Sex

Name:

:

21.5 - 15
19,0 - 1G
29.1 - 17
30.4 _ 18 or more

47.4 Male
52.6 Female

amillrairot
3. Year in School

30.4 Sophomores
22.8 Juniors
46.8 Seniors

4. Have you ever attended another High School?

/0:

39.8

10.2

OW Yes

No

5. Do you plan to go to college when you graduate? (Do not consider
military service or other interim jobs.)

%:

100

How sure are you?

%z

.1111/1 No

36.7 - Certain
20.3 - Very sure
31.6 - Fairly sure
11.4 - Not very sure
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6. What do you plan to be when you complete all of your education?

(Not coded)

How sure are you?

70:

35.1 - Certain
28.4 - Very sure
20.3 vim Fairly sure
16.2 - Not very sure
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Agreement . Disagreement

The following statements express opinions about school work at this
school with which you may agree or disagree. Indicate how much you
agree or disagree by circling one of the numbers on the appropriate
side of the scale - "3" if you agree or disagree strongly, "2" if you
are in substantial agreement or disagreement with the statement, and
"1" if you only slightly agree or disagree. The "0" represents no
opinion or no particular feeling either way.

Question: Agree 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 Disagree N.A..

AD le (46,1)(15.8) (9,2) (2.6)(10.5)(10.5) (5.3) 3

AD 2. (14.1)(1504)(1607) (7.7) (5.1)(16 )(24.4) 1

AD 3. (37.7)(29,9) (6.5) (3.9) (5.2) (6.5)(10.4) 2

AAWlei (50.6)(19.5)(11.7) (2.6) (2.6) (5.2) (7.8) 2

AD 5, (11.7)(13.2)(15.6) (6.5)(11.7)(20.8)(15.6) 2

AD 6, (11.7)(10.4)(22.1) (9.1)(11.7)(19.5)(15.6) 2

AD 7. (5.2) (2.6) (6.5) (9.1) (6.5)(16.9)(53.2) 2

AD 8. (19.5)(24.7)(10.4) (5.2) (6.5)(11.7)(22.1) 2

AD 9. (13.0)(20.8)(13.0)(18.2)(13.0)(11.7)(10.4) 2

AD 10. (44.2)(22.1) (7.8)(14.3) (6.5) (2.6) (2.6) 2

AD 11. (9.2)(14.5)(11.3) (6.6)(11.8)(30.3)(15.0 3

AD 12. (11.7)(14.3)(11.7)(10.4) (7.8)(23.4)(20.8) 2

AD 13. (13.2)(B.2)(11.8)(15.8)(14.5)(18.4)(13.2) 3

AD 14. (20.8)(18.2)(13.0) (2.6) (7.3)(19.5)(18.2) 2

AD 15. (35.1)(20.8)(10.4) (6.5) (1.3) (9.1)(16.9) 2

AD 16. (30.8)(29.5)(12.9)(11.5) (3.8) (0.4) (5.1) 1

AD 17. (17.9)(21.8)(14.1)(15,4) (6.4)(14.1)(10.3) 1

AD 18. (7.7)(16.7)(11.5) (9.0) (9.0)(21.8)(24.4) 1

AD 19. (47.4)(17.9)(14.1) (3.8) (2.6) (5.1) (9.0) 1

AD 20. (19,5)(20.7)(10.4) (7.8) (9.1)(14.3)(18.2) 2

AD 21. (21.8)(24.4)(19.2) (7.7)(11.5) (7.7) (7.7) 1
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Multiple Choice (Check one)

Question:

EC 1.

7.7 - Often
25.6 a Sometimes
26.9 - Rarely
39.7 - Never, or almost never

N.A.: 1

MC 2. Cl
10

3.9
40.3
42.9

Nearly all the time
Dull now and then
Pretty dull and monotonous

13.0 Almost entirely dull and monotonous
N.A. : 2

EC 3. 70:

15.4 - Often
53.8 - Sometimes
21.8 - Rarely
9.0 - Never, or almost never

N.A.: 1

MC4.

27.3 - Often
64.9 - Sometimes
6.5 A Rarely
1.3 . Never, or almost never

N.A.: 2

MC 5. Cl :

3.8 4 - Often
17.9 - Sometimes
38.5 " Rarely
39.7 - Never, or almost never

N.A.: 1



Forced-Choice Questions
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The answers you would normally give to the questions below would probablybe "both" or "neither." Nevertheless, try to make a choice if possible.
If you simplynpannot, leave the luestion blank.

Question:

FC 1.

FC 2.

FC 3.

FC 4.

30.4 - Cheat
58.2 - Flunk
11.4 - N.A.

63.3 - Give the right answer
32.9 - Give the answer he wanted
3.8 _ N.A.

22.8 - Good education
67.1 - Good job
1001 - N.A.

32.9 - Top grades in important subjects
53-. - High over-all average
13.9 - N.A.

FC 5.

A.

%:

26.6
57.0
16.5

-

-

-

Conformity
Ortgehality
N.A.

B. 7407 - Knowing the subject
17.7 - Knowing the teacher
7.6 - N.A.

C. 6804 - Hard work
21.5 - Natural brilliance
10.1 - N.A.

D. 36.7 - Good personality
50.6 - Hard work
12.7 IMO NOAO

E. 62.0 - Ability to express yourself
3106 MO Knowledge
6.3 - N.A.

,



FC 5.

continued

F. 35.4

57.0
7.6

Character
Performance
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Assessments

In this section you are
experience by attaching
A L. Excellent B - Good

Question:

LA 1
-I. 1.

A2,

%cr

Knowleeige

A, 1,5
B. 22.7
C. 59.1
D. 12.R
E. 4.5

119

asked to evaluate various aspects of your school
a grade to them. Use the following grade system
C - Average 0 - Poor and E - Failure.

Av14.0.05

Potentialities as a student

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

4.6
24.6
50,8
13.8
6.2

Avg.: 3.08

For purposes of employment

A. 7,6
B. 48,5
C. 36.4
D. 4.5
E. 3.0

As a person

3.0
B. 34.8
C. 43.9
D. 12.1
E. 6.1

%:

Patents

A. 44.8
B. 35.8
C. 11.9
D. 7,5
E. 0

Avg.: 3.53

Avg.: 3.17

Avg.; 4.18



A 2.

continued

A 3.

Friends

A. 3,0
B. 22,7
C. 45.5
D. 19.7
B. 9.1

Employers

A. 37.5
B. 37.5
C. 18.8
D. 4.7
E, 1.6

Personally

A. 21.9
B. 40.6
C. 21.9
D. 9.4
E. 6.3

Teacheft

A. 12,5
B. 51.6
C. 26.6
D. 4.7
E. 4,7

Classmates

A. 10.9
B. 53,1
C. 28.1
D. 6.3
B. 1.6

Avg.: 2.91

Avg.: 4.05

Avg.: 3.63

Avg.: 3,63

Avg.: 3,66

..... .1,
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A 3.

continued

Extra.curricular activities

A. 0

B. 24.6
C. 32.3
D. 23.1
E. 20.0

Avg.: 2.62

Administration

ff7r 25.4
C. 42.3
D. 11.1
E. 9.5

Subjects opt.:

A. 3.1
B. 33.8
C. 47.7
D. 9.2
E. 6.2

A 4,, %: C. ;4

Dining-service

A. 11.9
B. 43.3

C. 31,3
D. 10.4
E, 3.0

Avg.: 3.17

Avg.: 3.18

Avg.7, 3.51

Attendance requirements

A. 10.6
B. 54.5
C. 22.7
D. 7,6
E. 4.5

Avg.: 3.59
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A 4.

continued

Curricular regulations

A.
B.

C.

D.

E.

12.5
46,4
21.9
7.6
9.4

Avg.:

Matching your personal

A. 9.1
B. 34.8
C. 37.9
D, 12.1
E. 6.1

Behavioral rules

A. 10.8
30;8

C, 30.8
D. 13.8

13.8

3.47

interests

Avg.: 3.29

Avg.: 3,11
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